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Tune up the tones

FMtball SMsen suds with real less

Exit 245s Massively Huge Fall Concert
perked up the crowd Saturday evening in
PC Ballroom.

Seven Dukes turnovers were the difference
in JMWs season-ending 41-10 loss at
Northeastern University Saturday.
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Front-end budget controversy escalates

Students
SGA officers, senators face pressure from JMU community connect
JMU, high
44
The intimidation factor
schools
is getting out of control.
Bv

Cl BMI NTION
news editor

DAVID

The Student Government
Association is finding itself
being pressured by students,
aiumni and administrators to
support the Black Student
Alliance and NAACP in their
ongoing funding debate.
"The intimidation factor is
getting out ot control," said
sophomore Matt Gray, SGA
president pro tempore 1m
concerned about how big this is
going to get."
It's gotten so big, in fact, that
the story has been picked up by

various media outlets — from
local ABC affiliate TV station
WHSV and the Harrisonburg
Daily News-Record, to the front
page of the University of
Virginia's Cavalier Daily and
Northern Virginia's WTOP
— Matt Gray
radio station, according to junSGA preskJenl pro lempore
ior Tom Culligan, director of
communications for SGA.
Senior Jeremy Coleman, issue, when it's not. Coleman
president of JMU's chapter of said people need to "look to
National Association for the what the^gjf is about, whk h is
Advancement
of Colored roujjflfwHset torth by H .A
People, said the story is being; .''c^ojijajng to the Nov. 18
blown out of proportion . ^■P/oT77if Breeze, to earn frontbecause the mediaJgH' it's a race end budjjeting status and main-
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tain it, a group has to: have a
campus-wide impact,
the
impact must be important, wide
and necessary, they must need
to be funded on the front-end,
and their services cannot
already be provided by another
FEB gmup or |MU department.
With voting postponed to
Dec. 3, many interested parties
are using the extra time To plead
their cases to SGA senators.
SGA President Levar Stnnev
said he's received 30 e-mails
and 15 telephone calls from
alumni, many of whom are
demanding that BSA and

NAACP remain front-end budgeted. "They're shocked that
this even came up," Stoney said.
"They ask us to proceed with
caution. Everybody wants their
legacy to be preserved."
Senator Melissa laughner, a
junior, said a stranger called her
"ignorant" the morning after
the SGA meeting. "Some people
have been receiving threatening
phone calls and harassed
around campus," she said.
laughner is one of 10 senators involved in confrontations
see SGA. page 5

Students lend helping hands
Volunteer Day reaches out into local community
Bv DAVL NOKMAN

contributing writer
Junior Gabriela Kevilla s
vision fo better the relationships between JMU students
and the community came to
life
Saturday
through
Volunteer Day.
"VDAY is a service project
being coordinated by various
students on campus in order to
serve the community and give
something
back
to
Harrisonburg," said Kevilla,
director of media and public
relations
for
University
Pn>gram Board. Kevilla said
the project was co-sponsored
by Student Ambassadors, the
Student
('ten crnment
Association and UPB.
Students volunteered at the
Boys and Girls Club, the.
Salvation Army, Mi i,\ lions..
the
Clothes
' Closet,
Bridgewater
Retirement
Community and Purcell Park,
among others. The event began
at 9 a.m with a kickoff breakfast in Taylor Hall and ran until
students completed their tasks.
Sophomore Lauren Zangardi,
whit coordinated the event
with Revilla, said she did a lot
of logistical work such as calling agencies to set up counts
for volunteers needed.
Zangardi Mid >!u- received
see VDAY, page 5

BY AMIR
POONSAKVARASAN

contributing writer
About 80 JMU students will
be.participating*in the Home
High School Connection, an
event sponsored by the
Student Ambassadors, over
Winter Break.
Sophomore Jessica Begley,
coordinator of the event, said,
"Home
High
School
Connection is students talking
to ojher students about their
experiences at JMU"
According to Begley, the
main purpose of the event is for
JMU students to contact their
old high schools or other I«R,II
schools. Begley said they ask the
high school(s) for permission to
come and talk to students, usually juniors, who an* pn>paring
to apply to colleges.
JMU students present a
video tape on life at JMU to the
high school students. The video
includes what the campus looks
like and some personal experiences of JMU students eating at
D-hall or working out at UREC
■. Ml IHMS
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Library to
extend finals
week hours

I DKI VWIIt l\v

■asas*

Senior Philip Duhart, left, collects food a* senior Dave Urso, right, sorts through donated Items Saturday in Taylor Hall.
Sponsored by Student Ambassadors, the Student Government Association and the University Program Board, Volunteer Day
featured over ISO JMU students assisting In various community service projects throughout the day.

Carrier Library will offer
extended hours of operation for
finals week, according to a Nov.
22 press release.
From Monday, Dec. 9 to
Thursday, Dec. 13, the library will
be open dailv from 6 to 2 .i in
The release stated that following the recent tuition
increase the library was authorized to fill part-time positions
enabling the library to have
these extended hours.
It also stated that during the
Spring 2003 semester the library
plans to extend its regular hours
to 1 a.m. Sunday to Thursday
after being allotted money from
the recent tuition increase.
Information about Carrier
Library's hours can be found
online, at umnvMb.jmu.edu/carrierfltours.html.
—from staff reports

Homeless experiences discussed Volleyball loses
Forum
addresses
origins of
homelessness
BY

LF.KI.A

Linda Bartett,
left, listens as
Katie Bell, right.
Adult Services
Coordinator at
Mercy House,
discusses homelessness and how
Mercy House
helps the homeless. Barlett, cur
rently a resident
of Mercy House,
shared her personal anecdotes
as a formerly
homeless
woman. The twohour forum was
held as part of
National Hunger
and Homelessness Awareness
Week.

PhKhIRA

contributing writer
A small group of students
and faculty converged in
Keezell
Hall
Wednesday
evening to discuss the causes
of homelessness in America.
The forum was part of
National
Hunger
and
Homelessness
Awareness
Week
Professors
Craig
Abrahamson and Gregory
Peter facilitated the drsCTsMOn,
while also presenting then
viewpoints on the hontiHi
population in America and the
origins of homelessness.
"Homeless people are broken windows," Pits* slid,
referring to a modem theory
that correlates the homeless
and shattered windows —
both of which are problematic,
unsightly and threatening,
Una totethfof]

Abrahamson, an associate
psychology pOtMOE initiated
the discussion by Milling Ins
lifelong fascination with homeless people and his experiences
in homeless communities
thnnighout Phoenix, Ariz, and
Seattle, Wash Abrahamson said
he indulged his curiosity in
set HOMELESSNESS, page 5

BRIAN (OKUt/iluff/*,.(, .viun/tfi

Speaker shares first-person accounts
BY KIT COLLINS

contributing writer
A formerly
homeless
woman shared her experiences Thursday evening in
Warren Hall
The Miller Leadership
Program hosted Katie Bell, the
adult services coordinator at
Mercy House, and Linda
Barlett, current resident of
Mercy House, for a two-hour
forum on homelessness.
As part of National Hunger
and Homelessness Awareness

Week, the program was
designed to spread the truth*
about homelessness in the
community, as well as offer the
opportunity for students lo
ask questions.
The purpose of this event
was "to put a face with homelessness and increase awareness," according to junior Katie
Zimmerman, Miller leadership
coordinator. "It is a huge issue
and one that not many people
know a lot about. Most people
have preconceived notions

about the homeless, and we
wanted to show students that
these people are on our level."
Senior Isiah Smith, service
coordinator for Community
Service-Learning, reminded
students that one-fourth of the
homeless in this country are
working people.
Barlett shared her stories
with the 50 approximate students in attendance. She began
by clarifying that, despite her
tee HOMELESS, page 5

in CAA title game
BY AYANA BARBER

contributing writer
Up 2-1 and needing to win
only one more game, the volleyball team looked as though
they would reclaim the
Colonial Athletic Association
title. But in the end, top-seeded George Mason University
battled it out to take the fourth
and fifth games to claim the
CAA Championship Sunday
at Sinclair Gymnasium in
Godwin Hall.
Senior outside hitter Larissa
Winkler said, "We played point
for point. It's an honor to get as
far as we did. There can only be
one winner, yet I'm proud of the
way we played."
Games four and five were
both extremely close, but the
1 hikes lost the fourth game, TO
27. However, their competitu»n
was strong and they had 18 kills
four errors and 31 team attacks
With the fifth game deter
mining who would be the
CAA champions, JMU jumped
out in front first, but the
Patriots tatted the Dukes off
15-10 to take the title.
Sophomore middle blocker
Kate Fuchs said, "Vfc played
really hard. The games didn't
go our way. We could have
given up after the first game
but we didn't."
The Dukes were slow to
heat up in the first game, losing 30-18. The Dukes had 13
kills, eight errors and 30 team

attacks.
Meanwhile,
the
Patriots had 12 kills, two errors
and 26 team attacks.
In the second game, the
Dukes came out stronger and
harder to regain their composure. The Dukes managed to
win the second game with a
score of 30-24. The front row
consisting of Fuchs, freshman
outside hitter Emiliee Hussack
and Winkler blocked many
see DUKES, page U

BRIAN COKHR/iftitf/A'h.ifMvrfKf

The women's volleyball teem
gets ready to play George
Mason University Sunday. The
Dukes fell to the Patriots In
the CAA champlonehlp, 3-2.
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR
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MONDAY, NOVEMBER 25

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 27

• Sjxmsonxl by thfl RuihdtaniC Council, .i blood dnvo bcnefitting
patients al Roddnghani Memorial Hogta] will be held from 10
Ul to 2:H> p 111 m the IX liillrmnv Contact Shannon McClunat 437-65M tor an appointment

• OrxiMunad by tin- |MU Nunrins Department, i blood dnve banefitting patients at K»K kingham Memorial Hospital will be held
from ? to rv lopm in HHS 3003 Contact Terry Altobello at 4382725 for an appointment

• Sexual Assault Survivon t iroun meeting will be held at 7 p.m.
Contact lilt for more Info .it \K-3407 of rujivrja.

I o SUBMIT A DUKE DAY EVENT:
I mail Kyra of The Brent at jhipafikc with the information
(event, date, location, contact Info, etc.)

• Madison IAIIXV l_ lub is having its end-ot-MineshT |vrtorniance at 8 p.m. in PC Ballroom, flic event a free and will feature
111 |.t//. lyrkal and hip h<tp dances and the Breakdartcing Qub
will perform during intermission. For more information contact
Christine at thin

Please submit by I rid.n tor .i Mondav issue and Iuesday for
,i 1 huisdav issue

• Students Against Sweatshops meets at 7:30 p.m. on the
lourth floor of Warren Hall. Contact bmtlulu with questions

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 26

Veganism 101

3

-Write On!"

3

Panel of specialists talks
on languages

3

OPINION
House editorial: Humor effective
way to cure stressors in
environment

6

Diversity part ol university goals

6

Darts and pats

6

Campus spotlight What is your
weirdest Thanksgiving tradition?

7

LEISURE

• KHJAI., JMU's women's rights organization, meets
at b p.m. in Taylor 3(13. For more information, contact

Crossword and horoscopes

Dlu »t fmuequuQydtooxom.

8

FOCUS
POLICE LOG

Non-student Jody A
Harrisonburg. was arrest
with possession ol cocaine at Huffman
Sen/ice Dnve Nov 21 at 358 p.*
In other matters
the following:

r

Priceless presents

WEATHER

B^i Sit \k<>\ Bi I \r,M -i
police lev reporter
iu reported the larceny ol
i Ampler Hall Nov. 21
betwpepBSO and 10 p.m. The purse
contained a walltrl. numerous credit
cards and a call pti' i

impus poHaP report

Tuesday
Number- of drunk
since Aug. 26:
of parkli
en Nov 4

Grand Larceny
A JMU studeni i ;>orte9th8 larceny
two PlayStation vid«o games from.,
Garber Hall Nov 19betwefn 8a.rtt
and 5 p.m.

public charges
tickets issued
Nov 10: 1,131

Exit energy

11

Pearl Jam in a jam

11

Art history students feature
famous artists

11

Today
Partly Cloudy
High 56 Low 34
High
Partly Cloudy

47

Low
25

Wednesday

Light Snow

40

18

Thursday

Partly Cloudy

40

25

Friday

9

STYLE

Partly Cloudy

43

Movie review: "Friday after Next"

12

Style weekly

12

SPORTS

30

MARKET WATCH

Football vs. Northeastern

13

Women's basketball vs. Tulane

13

Picks ol the week championship

14

fe of dOM on Friday. November 22.2002
DOW JONES

.

2.20 ■}

NASDAQ

1.19
close. 1,488.74
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The Bmert is pubtahed Monday and Thursday mornings and drstnbuM
throughout James Madison Untverslty and the local Hamsonburg community.
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G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall
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CLASSIFIEDS

Now hiring for Ski Season
(December through March)
Lift Attendants, Snow Tubing Attendants, Rental Shop
Attendants, Instructors. Cashiers, Telephone
Operators, Retail Shop, and Food Service
Free Mid-Week Skiing, Rental Equipment, and Lessons for Working Only 20 Hours Per Week
Stop by the Ski Office Mon-Fn 8:30 am to 4:30 pm to fill out an application.

289-4954

Women's Medicine - Pediatrics - Osteopalhic Manipulation - Sports Medicine
Adult Medicine - Accidents - Ailergy/Skin Problems - Complete Physicals-all ages I
(540) 438-9292

1765 S. High Street (Next to Food Lion on Southaq 42)

* LATE NIGHT SPECIAL *
433-7272

BEE'.

Better Ingredirnts.
Better Pizza.

433-7272

LARGE ONE TOPPING
AND
BREADSTICKS

ONLY $10.00
16 BREADSTICKS ONLY $5.99 ALL DAY!
1:30 am Mon-Thurs
3:30 am Fri & Sat
^
12:30 am Sun
AFTER 8 PM EXPIRES 05/31/03

LARGE ONE TOPPING
$8.50 W/ COUPON

CORRECTIONS

How to place a classified. Come to Irw Breeze
office weekdays between 8am and 5 p.m.
Cost: $3.00 for the first 10 words, $2 for each
additional 10 words; boxed classified. $10
per column Inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon
Tuesday for Thursday issue
Classifieds must be paid kl advance m The
Breeze office

There are 1.2 billion Muslims in the world
This information was incorrectly reported
m the Nov. 14 issue of The Breeze.

northern Exposure Grill

Massanutten Resort

SKI FOR FREE!

t
3.21 t

1016

rose 81605

dose 2,435 20

.OG

AMEX

^mi\i,\\\v
Ulusic by the
DJ Connection
r27years
of age
andouer

PROPER
ATTIRE
REQUIRED

(Formerly Shiiiatidojili Gnllr
1221 Forost Hill Road
Harrisonburg, Virginia
(540J 442-8550

presents

Karaoke
Friday Nights
m •» East Side Room
10 pm -1am

*
t> «_»>**
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MONDAY, NOV.

"No matter what foreign
language you learn, it will
always be an asset."

Vegan ism 101
A national PETA lecturer
E resents the social and
ealth benefits of veganism.

NEWS

25, 20021 THE BREEZE 13

GAMAL HELAL

senior Arabic interpreter,
U.S. Stale Department

set story below

see story below

Taking a "Break"

Alternative Sprint Break
domestic trip signups
began Nov. 20 hi the
College Center
Ballroom. From the
afternoon of Nov. 20,
over a hundred students
began camping out to
be the first In line to
sign up for the 15 tripe
being offered for Spring
Break 2003. Junior Josh
Patterson (left) lounges
In hie pitched tent from
the night before to
secure his spot In line.
Entertainment, which
was was provided
throughout the evening,
was kicked off by associate Vice President of
Academic Advising and
Career Development
Randy Mitchell, who
sang and played the guitar. Other acts during
the evening Included
Madison Dance, Exit
245, New and Improv'd,
Madison Project, the
JMU Breakdanclng Club,
Note-orlety and the
Overtones. According to
ASB co-coordinator
Kristen Bertram, there
still Is space available In
some domestic trips and
International trips. For
more Information on the
ASB program contact
co-coordinators Bertram
or Tito Espinosa at
<8 6366 or In the
Community ServiceLearning office In Wilson
204.

Panel of
specialists
talks on
languages
BY SARA CHRISTOPH

contributing writer
The war on terrorism is
being fought in the dark because
of a lack of language ability
among information experts,
according to a panel of six language specialists who spoke
Wednesday in the PC Ballroom.
JMU's Center for Translation
and Interpretation hosted senior
ftfflfiah from various government organizations such as the
Department of Defense and the
FBI. As part of International
Education Week, the panelists
discussed "National Security
and the Linguage I nsis in the
[L nited States).'
"The nation's chief information experts probably wouldn't
recognize a foreign terrorist
threat because they don't know
the languages commonly spoken," said Christophe Rethore\
director of translation studies
for the Center for Translation
and Interpretation.
Rethore continued, "There
are no less than 10 languages
involved in the ongoing war in
Afghanistan." Because of these
recent events, career e>pportunities tor interpreters have gmwn
tremendously, especially in the
fields of Arabic and Chinese,
Rethore said. If we fail to fill
these- demands for increased
translators, we will endure
"much more serious consequences," Rethore added.

66
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Literary contest PETA speaker presents
gives students proper, healthy veganism
chance to shine
BY

CoLLBBN SCHORN
staff writer

BY TRISHA FREW II I I

staff writer
It's rime to get your "Write
On!" and see il tli.it research
paper, short story or business
proposal can win you some
money and rcu>gnition in JMU's
third annual writing oontiNi
"Write On!' E ,i 00H>M|
sponsored by the College of
Arts & letters' writing program
is open to all students who want
to submit class assignments as
writing samples.
According to Janette Martin,
head of the conlest committiv.
the contest usually is dominated
by "traditional" materials, such
as thesis papers, but more
unusual submissions like software manuals have won in the
past The contest is meanl lo
encourage "students lo think of
all of their writing" and mil |ii^l
work done in writing-based
programs, Martin said.
In order In enter the oun-

ie~i students Aral must obtain
an entry form, which lists the
requirements ol DM COBHtlt.
Then, students can submit on,'
writing sample each, which
can range from research
papers lo business manuals,
according to Martin
The entries .ire sep.ir.ited
into three levels based on the
course level in which the stu
dent is wnling For instance, the
first k'vel is tor the freshman
and sophomore classi-s, the MVond is for the junior and MI;HM
classes and the third level is for
graduate students.
Samples are judged by two
l.nultv mi'tiilx'rs.inii .i student

usualh someone who ■ Inter-

ested in writing," Martin s,u,l
The top five suirers' .nines
from each level llien are sent lo
off-campus writing iparllllHl
Tin' lirsl pl.nc winner ran,-.
$200, second place receives $100
and third pisfit receives $50.
I In' wtantn ibo will be
honored in an ,m,mK.mniom
April 26, 2003. The uatUMiy
not onlv will honor the "Write

66
The students really
enjoy it and the faculty
and administration
have gotten behind it.
— Janette Martin

committee head. "Wnie On'" contest
On!" winners, but "the editors'
nltcttom for ri'Kion, which
publishes freshman writing
online .is well, according to
.is-.ist.mt
professor
Mark
I bonus, .committeemember.
Thomas also is working on
publicity for' the contest.
"l ontest information is available .it campus information
iirsk> on table tents in the dining rooms and online from the
writing program home page,"
Thomas said. 'Testers will go
up next semester
The committiv also is receu
ing help hum University Media
Servicea, which announces the
.onus, on the JMU Web site's
homepage.
I -mails also are being sent to

Telling students not to drink
milk or eat meat, a national lecturer tor People for the I thical
Treatment of Animals spoke
Wednesday night.
Sponsored by JMU's Animal
Rights CctaUtkm, Gary Yourofeky
presented "Veganism: Health,
Environment and Ethics" to a
crowd of about 40 students in
lavlor hall.
Yourofsky began by saying
he has been arrested 13 times
for various animal liberation
acts, or as he referred to them,
"random acts of ktndlMM 01
compassion," including liberating more than 1,500 minks
in 1997 from death on a fur
farm in Canada. In 19%, he
founded Animals Deserve
Absoluti- Protection Today
and Tomorrow.
However, he said he is not .in
animal lover, but rather I person
who empathizes with tlu* injustice that animals have faced.
"I came to show you what
you an1 not supposed to see,'
Yourofsky said before showing
a gruesome video on animal
mistreatment in circuses and
killing methods in the Lutorv
farms that he referred to as
Voiwentration CHMW Suits

-6 6
If it is not good enough
for your eyes, then why
is it good enough for
your stomach?

— Gary Yourofsky
national lecturer. People for ihc
Ethical Trealmenl of Animals

~99 ~

included two men who threw
large nxrks onto a pig to crush
its skull, slitting a cow's thn>at
to let it bleed to death and the
decapitation ot ItvecMckena
After the short video,
lourofsky asked, "If it is not go»x.
enough for your eyes, then why is
it good enough for your stomach?" He said vegans do not consume or buv pnxlucts that come
from anything that once had a
face, mother or bowel movement
According to Yourotskv
many significant people in history wen1 vegans: Plato Socrates
Ixt> Tolstoy, Albert Einstein and
Thomas Edison.
According to Yourofsky,
human beings are not natural
carnivores because the choleslerol can kill us. Human intestines are proportionallv the
BUN length as herbivores.

whereas camivora have much
shorter intestines, he said Also
our teeth are not sharp and are
belief suited for plants, according to Yourofsky Humans do
not catch meat like other carnivores, he said, adding that we
do not have the stomach acids
k) digest meat correctly either.
According to Yourofsky, no
camivoa* ever has had clogged
arteries because carnivores bodies
are more suited to digesting meat
Then1 era many health reasons behind veganism as well,
Yourofsk\ said He said that
according to the Physicians
Committee for Responsible
Medicine, a diet that is high in
fiber and low in fat, (especially
animal fat), is likely to pa-vent
cancer according to Yourofski
Student reaction to the lecture
was positive This Whirr cer
tainly strengthened mv \ lewi
that veganism is right," sophomore Jared Howie said I have
been trying to get rid of meat and
animal products out of my diet."
Freshman Sharid Kamal
said, "What Yourofsky laftd II
true though, unfortunately. I
am a vegetarian and I don't
drink milk. It is certainly hard,
but my beliefs were strengthened now, especially after eaaing that \ ideo

various Kfttank depeftnenfe,

Thomas said. He is muting
with faculty in different departments in order to encourage
te.u hers to inform their students
about the contest
A.vording to Martin, the contest has been a successful undertaking. "The students really
enjoy it," Martin said, "and the
I.HII1I\ and administration have
gotten behind it." For ex.imple,
despite budget tonstraints, every
department in the College of
Arts (* Ivtters contributed
money to keep the contest going.
The deadline tor .ntru's is
Feb. 10, 2003 at 3 p.m. in
Harrison H2. To find out moiv
information about the contest,
students cm iheck out the writing programs Web site at
http ://uvh.jmuMiu/ttritittg/or call
the office at 8-6004.

SARAH CAMPHII l-< nwiiN«/mvphotoim/ikei
National PETA lecturer Gary Yourofsky speaks to students Wednesday night on the social and
health benefits of vefianlsm. His presentation was sponsored bv the JMU Animal Rights Coalition.

We really need to learn
to be more receptive of
cultures that are
different from our own.
-ErinMcGill
freshman

~99
Catherine
Ingold,
the
deputy director at the National
Foreign Language Center, and
one of the panelists addressed
the respect issue that comes
along with conflicting languages. "By always demanding
the use of English in foreign
relations, we send the message
that our culture is more important and all other languages are
subordinate," Ingold BBM
Ingold said campuses can
fight this image of a domineering nation by "putting a human
face on our country." This is possible by sending more students
overseas and encouraging other
abroad pn>grams, according to
Ingold.
"This
humanizes
America and makes us seem
caring, "she said.
Brenda Sprague, director for
the Office or language Services
in the State Department, said
she was enthusiastic about
"hearing from James Madison
|students| and seeing how students can contribute to the
■Ctiva need of foreign policy
with their own special gifts."
In addition to taking a more
cultural approach to foreign
languages, Olga Navarrette,
the union chief of Language
Services in the FBI, said that
"total immersion" is the best
way to grasp a language. With
this method, Navarrette said
students can gain not only a
masterv ot the language, but
an understanding of the culture as well.
I reshman Erin McGill said
she found this topic to be motivating, "I had never thought
about how we tend to force
English on other countries, and I
completely agree with Ms.
Ingold on that idea," McGill said.
"We realh need to learn to be
more nxeptivo to cultures that
are different from our own."
.■Wording to Gamal Helal,
the senior Arabic interpreter for
the State Department, "No matter what foreign language you
learn, it will always be an asset.
It is never too late to learn a foreign language, because experiencing how people of other
communities think is just
another way of making you a
better person."
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HARRISONBURG OB/GYN ASSOCIATES, PC
Daniel G. Witmer, M.D.
Louis E. Nelson, M.D.

WELCOMES
MICHAEL J. BOTTICELLI, M.D. AND JASONK. GENTRY, M.D.

Inc.

"f|f^4^r$ 16.95
Muffler*

Oi

"atLe.

M. Catherine Slusher, M.D.
Sherry L. Driver, F.N.P.

C. Larry Whitten, M.D.
Herbert E. Bing, M.D.

Phone:
(540)434-3831
(800) 545-3348

11

..Change

Htj fl
Ask about
f J|
new extended hours
TO THEIR PRACTICE OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

State Inspections
FOR A DIFFERENT SLANT ON THE NEWS DISCOVER

INDIAN-AMERICAN CAFE

The Christian Science Monitor
An independent, unbiased international daily newspaper
with worldwide readership, founded in 1908
"To injure no man, but to bless all mankind"
Winner of 7 Pulitzer Prizes - 50 correspondents in 9 countries providing
concise analysis of world events - special features cover
work/money, learning/ideas, arts/leisure,
science/technology, and MORE! A great research tool.

(540) 433-1177
91 N. Main St.
HarrlAonburg. VA

Specializing in
Non-Vegetarian/
Vegetarian
Indian Cuisine

Ask about the "treeless" version at the JMU Library or
visit their award winning website: www.csmonitor.com

Lunch: Monday - Saturday
11:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Dinner: Monday - Saturday
5:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

Classes starting soon!
Classes for the April 26, 2003 MCAT
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Call or visit us online today to enroll!
1 800 KAP TEST

kaptest.com

KAPLAN

Olde Mill Village

AOL keyword: Kaplan
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"It's more laid-back over here...and
you can't beat the price and location."
-Current tenant, on why he renewed his lease.
*

*

*

*

*

"This is great! This is definitely a
best kept secret'."
-Current tenant, on first seeing an apartment at Olde Mill Village
*

*

*

*

*

Free ethernet, cable, and
phone service in each room!
Now taking reservations for the 2003-2004 school year.
Office hours: 9 am-12 noon, 1:30-5 pm Monday through Friday,
10 am-2 pm Saturday

11-A South Ave.
432-9502
www.oldemillvillage.com
1

KI

M.n

.i Ml .1 LKOUI'

Meet property managers and get information
about places to live! Sponsored by Off Campus Life.
Need more information'?
Send us a telepathic message, call us at S68-607] or
visit our website at http://webjmu.edu/ocl
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SGA feels pressure on FEB issue

SGA, from f*age 1
around campus, and Gray said
he knows of two students who
have received harassing phone
calls. "Senators are being genuinely frightened," he said.
"They're so angry and upset."
Wednesday night Gny Knl
a mass e-mail to SGA members.
"I am asking you to immediately call (he police if you are
harassed in person or over the
telephone regarding (6GA)
business," his letter stated.
"Several senators have reported
to me that they are receiving
threatening phone calls and an'
being heckled on campus ... I
encourage you to be vigilant."
According to C'ulhgan.
"Wfc're trying to calm everyone
down. Hopefully cooler heads
will prevail"

Coleman said, "1 want to
publicly dispell those myths
about threats to senators. No
one from our organizations
(NAACP or BSA) has called
senators and made threats to
them. Don't hold us accountable for what the other 14/100
students do. We had absolutely
nothing to do with that. We're
passionate, but not stupid."
Tuesday night's senate meeting was the first in recent history
to have administrators attend the
meeting, ask students to yield
speaking time to them and plead
the SGA to support BSA. "I do
not think that senators should
have been yielding time to them
to speak," Laughner said. "We
represent the students."
In attendance were: Stacy
Edwards, director of the Center

for Multicultural/International
Student Services; Helix Wang,
assistant director of CMISS; Art
Dean, assistant director of admissions; Zebulun Davenport, associate vice president for multicultural awareness and student
health; Justin Thompson, director of alumni relations; and Rick
Larson, associate vice president
for student life
Regarding administrators
attending the meeting and having students yield them time
during debate, Stoney said.
"This is an open meeting It'- a
public meeting. I have no pmbk*m with that. If they can add
some enlightenment to the meeting, I see nothing wrong with it."
Tuesday's seven-hour meeting attracted anuind 100 supporters of BSA and NAACP. As

Homeless story personified
HOMELESS, from pgi I
previous experiences, she was
no longer homeless because or
Mercy NOUN.
When her husband was
forced to quit his job because of
serious health conditions last
year, Barlett said her family was
unable to pay for the Ir.nki
when' they had been living.
After being evicted, Kirlett said
the family moved to Mercy
House. Now employed by
Burger King, Barlett said she is
the family's sole provider.
"Mercy House is .1 godsend. If it
wasn't for [its help) I dread to
think when' we'd be," she said.
Because of an inadequate
education and the need to work
growing up, Barlett said she
was unable to graduate high
school and lias not had the
money, time or opportunity to
go back to school.
"When I was gniwing up, I
was told I wasn't smart enough
to go to college," Barlett MM
"No wonder I didn't make it
there. That's why I'm raising
my child differently. If [my
daughterl wants to go to college, by God, she's going to college, even if I have to scrub
floors for the rest of my life.

... I never thought we
would become
homeless.
— Linda Barlett
formerly homeless woman

-9?
"Although we were never
well-off, I never thought we
would become homeless,"
Barlett said. "And then there we
wen? ... don't ever, ever think
that it couldn't happen."
Barlett said, "I've learned I
lot through this. Sometimes,
you feel that hopelessness that
there |fl never a light at the end
of the tunnel. But there is. You
have to look at the bright side;
you can't keep looking at the
downside of everything."
Mercy House is not a permanent residence for any family,
according to Barlett. Bell said
the average length of stay for a
family is two to four months,
because of the constant waiting

list of up to 25 families, Bell said.
Students have many opportunities to contribute to Mercy
Mouse. Students can donate
doming or furniture to Mercy
House's thrift shop located at
1005 High St, as well as contribute time to sorting the clothing.
Other
opportunities
include voluntivring as a youth
,uiv<xate or office assistant at
Mercy House.
Sophomore Kelley Movers
said she was very impacted by
Barlett's recollections. "Her optimism bk-w me away," Movers
said. 'To see someone who had
such a willingness to give to
other people when she had so
little was truly inspirational."
Junior
Christine
Chin
agreed. "I couldn't believe how
much hope she has," Chin Mid
"It made me so happy to *v
how she was so filled with faith
and dedicated to her family."
One of the most Important
things that Barlett wanted the
students to remember was that
every person should be treated
with respect, regardless of
where they live. "I try to teach
my children that home is where
you make it. It's in your he.irt;
it's wherever we an- together"

the debate over BSA's funding
continues Dec. 3, Gray said the
SGA will hold the meeting in
the PC Ballnx>m. "We're expecting a larger cn>wd than we had
before," he said.
Separate seating will be provided for guests, with a micnv
phone in the back. Gray said,
adding that he trunks the continued debating over BSA will
lx- very long, and NAACP discussions may be even longer.
"We have all viewed NAACP as
being the more controversial
one," he said. "It makes me a
little nervous to think about
how long that'll be."
According to Coleman, "I
hope they're going to come to a
conclusion quickly and it won't
be another seven-hour ordeal. I
hope the senators are going to do

their research and be educated
before they come into the nxim."
In order for BSA and
NAACP to lose their PBB status
two-thirds of the senate will
have to vote against them, then
SGA's "executive council shall
then accept or reject the senate's
division," according to Article V
of
SGA's
constitution
According to the Nov. IS issue
of The Breeze, junior Mike
Goodman, finance committee
chairman, said he didn't think
two-thirds would vote to revoke
their FEB status.
Coleman said, "I think both
groups will come out with their
status still intact."
Stoney, though, said he doesn't know how the pnxx'ss will
conclude. "It's all up in the air,"
he said.

Homelessness discussed
HOMEI£SSNESS.from page 1
homelessness by spending time
with poor Native Americans. He
said he was "amazed by the
simplicity of (the Native
Americans'] lifestyle," the
Anglo-Saxon-inflicted trauma
the Native Americans endured
and the widespread alcoholism
that prevailed throughout their
race. After college, Abrahamson
said he lived among the homeless in I'hoeniv, where he
learned the habits of the nation's
homeless and assessed the
behavior and levels of trauma
experienced by indigent people.
Abrahamson said his handson approach to understanding the
homelessness and whether trauma begets this way of life led him
to draw several conclusions about
homelessness in America. The
foremost reason that many
Americans are homeless, and
remain so, is because they are dysfunctional in some aspect of their
lives, Abrahamson said. Secondly,
according to Abrahamson, the
homekss an- not abk' to adhere to
normal societal demands. He
cited war trauma as a leading
cause of tamelessncss. According
to Abrahamson, 47 percent of the
nation's homeless are Vietnam
War veterans. In addition.

Abrahamson said over time
many of the nation's homeless
have attained a level of comfort
within that lifestyle.
Peter, an assistant sociotogy
professor, approached the topic
of homelessness from a sociological standpoint. Peter suggested one reason the nation's
homeless population remains
perpetually male-dominated is
because homeless men believe
they are maintaining their masculinity through exhibiting survival skills. "We (as a nation)
lack collcctivist notions," Peter
said, relating the common attitude thai Americans are largely
individualistic and prefer to
detach themselves fn>m family
and social obligations
"Living in the 'JMU bubble,' hunger and homelessness
are issues that we are not faced
with on a daily basis," senior
Katie Sciarini said. "Hopefully
the discussions opened up
peoples' minds and had some
impact on their ideas regarding homelessness."
For more information on
National
Hunger
and
Homelessness Awareness Week
and for ideas on how to combat
hunger and homelessness, visit
wunv.nscahh.org.
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Students
recruit
new faces
s / l DENTS, from page 1
Participants also will receive
pamphlets, as well as a personal training packet regarding
everything fn>m Greek lite to
residence life at JMU. Begley
said all students who participate in the event go thn>ugh
about an hour of training
before venturing out to their
high school. JMU students
then ovate a brief presentation
by incorporating their experiences as well ,is what activities
they are involved in, she said.
"The Home High School
Connection allows high school
students to learn about the
'real' |MU life thmugh the personal experiences of actual
JMU students," Begley said.
"Admissions officials are
really just another adult figure,
and it's harder for high school
students to talk to them more
directly and more personally
than someone closer to their
age," she s, 11J
According to Begley, the
Home High SchixJ Connection
still is looking for interested students. If any JML student is interested in the program, they should
contact Begley at heglryje or
MiHaleatrMfJiflJrjfcbeftHvl V> 9

VDAY draws
volunteers,
student help
VDAY,from page I
axiperatxm for the canned food
atllections from first Step, a local
women's shelter. "I'm excited
about the response we've
received because initially we
thought it was going to be difficult
to fill our 100 volunteer spots,"
Zangardi said.
One of the organizations that
hosted volunteers was the
Harrisonburg Society for the
Prevention of Cuelty to
Anmi.iK Kim Morrison of the
SPCA said, "It's great to have
the extra help, this is a very busy
time of year for us."

who said there are no

good [bat's]

on campus?

The best bars on campus don't serve drinks, they serve their country. You see, when you complete
Army ROTC and graduate, you'll be an officer and get a set of gold bars. (The kind you wear on
your sHoulder.) In the process, you'll have learned how to think on your feet. Be part of a team.
Even be a leader. And an Army ROTC scholarship might have helped pay your way. Register for an
Army ROTC class today. Because there's no better buzz than the sense of accomplishment.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.

.Sign up for classes now!
Contact CPT Rosenkranz at 568-3633
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Those easily offended by
humor perhaps misunderstand the intentions of
those making the jokes.

OPINION

We know from research and
anecdotal evidence that diversity enhances the learning
environment.
MARK WARNER

>M house editorial, below

HOUSE

senior v.p. of Student Affairs
and University Planning

EDITORIAL

Humor effective way to cure stressors in environment
lighten up, it would do you
some good.
With the pressure of finals
and the holidays fast approaching, the stressors of the season
often contribute to downtrodden moods that hinder one's
pnxiui-hvih'or enjoyment of Hit
holiday season.
Spending too much time
fretting about a series of mammoth finals and the ensuing
required purchasing of holiday
K for family.ind friends only
5 to wasted time and stress.
The best way to avoid this selfdefeating pattern is to heal the
stress with humor.
In the Nov. 21 issue of TV
Breeze, professor of kinesiology
and recreation studies Gail Ham
said, "laughter is the universal
medicine,'' and mat it is important to be able to laugh at one's
own weaknesses during challenges in life.
Unmanaged stress leads to a
lack of productivity that is only
worsened in a self-defeating
process of worrying about all
the thin>> that one must accomplish this time of year.
Ham said that not only is
humor beneficial to one's emotional health, but that it can
enhance one's physical health as
well. Laughter stimulates the
release of endorphins in the
brain, the chemical responsible
for enhancing pleasure and
enjoyment.

All too often people take
things too seriously, finding
thinpi to be offended by in situations where taking a humorous, more healthy approach will
make things easier to deal with.
"It takes bravery to Laugh in
the face of [traumatic situations],
but it's an important way to
heal," Ham said.
Those easily offended by
humor perhaps misunderstand
the intentions of those making
the jokes. Ham noted four types
of humor — dirty jokes, sarcasm, "gallows'* humor and
incongruity. Often sarcasm can
be used as a defense mechanism
and be unkind.
But all too often people are
just too high strung and could
deal better with life in general if
they just unwind and laugh. At
first glance, one may assume
that the message of humor as a
■but reliever is common
knowledge. But forgetting to
apply it to real life situations is a
problem t<x» many people face.
Those that make jokes
usually do not do it out of
malice. Taking one's self too
seriously and not accepting a
little joke can put a wall up
between people.
As the time before our final
deadlines approach and we
scramble to finally fit in required
readings and finish projects, it's
important to make time for a
laugh or two.

MARK WARNER
BREEZE READER'S VIEW

Darts
Darts & Hals are submitted anonvmou\l\
and pruned on a spate ■available barn.
Submissions are based upon one person s
ofMnum t>fa given situation, perum ore\*ent
and do not necessarib.' reflect the truth.

Pats
E-mail darts and pats to hrec7edp9hotmail.com

Pat...

Dart...

A "you-are-an-angel-who-saved-mylife" pal to the girl in my class who I never
have even seen before who lent a crazy, late,
unprepared girl her book and roommate's
calculator when 1 walked into an open-bnok
test late with nothing in my hand but
impending doom.

A "blah-blah-blah-nobody-cares" dart to the
two girls in the front row of our class who obviously love complaining more than life itself.
Sent in by a class of fed-up seniors who is willing
to try anything to keep you quiet and ease the pain and
suffering that has fallen upon us.

From a senior who dearly has yet to learn how
to read a syllabus or tell time and should not luiv
put M stupid class off until the last minute

Dart...

Pat...

A "start-realbing-the-battle-has-alreadyInvti-lought" dart to the Student
Government Association for making frontend budgeting such a big deal with the
minority organizations on campus. What is
it that you <ire trying to prove?
Sent in by a while sophomore wlio believes
thai your debating is irry childish and wislies
those of you in the SGA could carry on /Mil's
motto of "All Together One."

Pat...

A "just-another-reason-1'm-proud to be a
nursing major" pat to all the nursing girls
who instantly responded to the hit and run
outside of ISAT Thursday and helped to
make sure the victim was OK.
Sent in by a fellow nursing student who was there
too and believes that we're all going to make amazing
and confident nurses.

Dart...

A "shake-what-your-momma-gave-ya"
I'.it to the naked guy in the window of the
house next to Luigi's.
From a car-full of girls u<ho enjoyed the view
and ask that you please never buy curtains.

A "way-to-be-haters" dart to a certain WXJM
radio show who consistently goes out of its way
to make fun of everyone and everything. Will you
be unhappy until everyone is against you?
Sent in by a hesitant listener who tunes in just to
liear what you'll say next.
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Diversity part of
university goals
As you perused the title of richer, meetings more producthis piece, you may have con- tive and campus life more
cluded quickly that it would be meaningful — not because of
about the Student Government their sameness but because of
Association front-end budget- the diverse experiences, backing debate that formally began grounds and perspectives that
last Tuesday. The finance com- make them who they are.
mittee has made recommendaDiversity is essential to
tions, many students have learning and life. Our world is
shared their views on the issue, changing rapidly We all will be
more discussion will ensue and working with people who are
then decisions will be made.
different from us. We must chalWe are witnessing the com- lenge ourselves to move beyond
plexities and intricacies that the secure boundaries of our
are characteristic of a represen- own experiences and learn from
tative form of government. the treasures that others have to
The student government sys- offer. The campus community is
tem is at work. That being an incredible arena to learn how
■■kt this piece is not about the to work with people who are
SGA, the front-end budgeting different from us and prepare us
process, the groups recom- for our future life adventures.
mended or not recommended
We know from research and
for funding, or governance. I anecdotal evidence that diverinvite you to re-read the title . sity enhances the learning
and begin at this point.
environment. I continually
The JMU mission statement hear from students, faculty and
reads: "We are committed to staff that they want to be part
preparing students to be edu- of a diverse culture. It takes all
cated and enlightened citizens of us to make this a more
who will lead productive and diverse environment that is
meaningful lives."
welcoming and inclusive. A
Diversity is essential for phrase that has been around
optimal learning and living. In for centuries that is simple yet
fact, one of the defining char- profound, states: "Seek first to
acteristics the university understand, then to be underadopted to describe what we stood." If we are going to be
want JMU to be in 2008, the true community members, we
year of our centennial, is dedi- must first seek to understand
cated solely to diversity. This Through our understanding of
characteristic
specifically each other, we leam to apprecistates: "The University will be ate differences and value divera diverse community whose sity in all of its forms.
members share a common
When we create genuine
JMU experience."
learning partnerships in our
The JMU community is a community — inside and outkaleidoscope reflecting differ- side of the classroom — we
ences and similarities in a per- enable members of the JMU
petually changing envinmment. family to expk>re new territo(Xir challenge is to be partners ries, enrich their experience base
in creating a university culture and enhance their uniqueness.
that will honor our diversity as a This helps prepare individuals
key ekrment of fostering a liv- in several areas including the
ing-earning atmosphere, when' first job — and a lifetime of jobs.
we all become the beneficiaries.
It also prepares them to live as
My life as an educator and an independent person, to live
person has been enriched by successfully as a citizen in an
students, faculty and staff like interdependent world, to grasp
I '.mid Wubah from Ghana, the diploma on graduation day
SGA President Levar Stoney — and to have a passion for lifefrom Yorktown, Andreoli- long learning — to crystallize a
Mathie from Canada, Kristin knowledge of self and to appreBrown from Glen Allen, ciate the differences of others.
Bethany
Diehl
from
Although many actions have
Fredericksburg, Val Cohen fn»m been put in place at JMU to
Delaware and Christopher enhance our diversity, it is up to
Ciatesman fntm Kdinburg. This all of us to create the climate that
is just a sampling of people who
have made class envintnments
see DIVERSITY, page 7
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"Vile go (o
woods and Hun
turkey then
in a deep-fryer.''

"We do stuff and other
things.'

Daniel Bordsen

Warren Hammond

freshman, marketing

junior, biology

"We always manage
to break something
at Thanksgiving
dinner."

.,l!t[4y*,<trii/'l*>

"After Grandpa falls
asleep after eating too
much, we all take
turn* throwing corn
into his mouth."

Gabby Revillo

Steven Clark

junior, history

senior, public admin.

Tbpic: What is your Weirdest Thanksgiving tradition?

Diversity used to unify
DIVERSITY, from page 6
will nurtun.' and cultivate a unified, yet diverse university. JMU
has been successful because
individuals have been willing to
contribute who they an' and
they have invested themselves
into making a difference at the
university.
Diverse communities are
prosperous communities — rich

in ideas, understanding and
wisdom. Diversity is a key
ingredient that teaches us about
others, the world and oursehev
The potential for enlightenment
is incredible and the time for
renewing our commitment to
each other is now.
Mark Warner is tlie senior vice
pntUttti rf Shukld Affairs and
Unrtirrsiry Planning

Have a good Thanksgiving.
Love,
your hungry opinion editor
KM The Strokes

The Law Offices of Bruce D. Albertson, PLLC

ItrSftl (And Morel
DVD* Just» 991
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Former Harrisonburg Prosecutor

The Roots

Phrenology
On Sale $14 99 CD

Gobble Up *
The Savings! *
Give 'em a Plan 9 ejjrit.
Gift Certificate'.
"I*
ll'i Tbf Gift Ih.ir
^"
Always Fittl

You may reach me at 540-438-1000
71 Court Square, Suite B
Harrisonburg

Bum Rhymes
It Ain't Safe No Mori

2

On Sale S13 99 CD

ALCOHOL VIOLATIONS
SERIOUS FELONY OFFENSES
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE
DRUG OFFENSES
TRAFFIC OFFENSES

434-0099
KROGER SHOPPING CTR WHAT A RECORD
1790-96 E. Market St.
STORE SHOULD BE!
Mon-Sat. 10-9, Sunday 12-6 Listen Before You Buy!

WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

ISMNCBSE]

*

V of»A
a*

*

T*.

+
*
*

•

Your Housing Needs
for Next Year...Met!

Individually Leased 4 Bedroom, 4 Bath
Luxury Apartments
Phenomenal Pool and Sunbathing Area
Fantastic Fully Equipped Fitness Center
State of the Art Clubhouse
featuring a Wide Screen TV and
High Tech Stereo System

442-4800

^^f www.sunchase.com

*

Visit us at the JMU Housing Fair Dec. 4, 2002
at PC Ballroom!

*
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HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day. 0 the most challenging.
Todays Birthday (Nov. 25). You're a fighter (or truth and justice, and that talent is put to the test this
\ I'.H Vui n smart, but you're not long on patience. You've just about had it with a couple of things an
won't put up with them any longer. Nor should you. Tell it like it is!

Aries March 21 -April 19

Today is an 8 - It's much easier to be a team
player now. It's not that they've changed;
more likely you've grown You're ready to
play on a higher level.

fill

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21
I Today is a 6 - There's liable to be an
inspection today, or an exam, or an audit.
All they want are the facts, and if you
produce those, they'll be happy and you'll
gain in status.

^_ , Today is a 5 - Tempted to do something fissaj|Bfi),alh foolish? Here are a few clues to mini£W mi/e the danger. Investing in home and
botfly is the strategy most likely to reap
rich dividends. Real estate works, too.

20

21

Gemini May 21 -June 21

28

33

Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is a 5 - You may be draggin , but
i don't let on. An early start gives you a
| huge ,id\ .image. Don't sleep late if it'll
cost you.

_
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—Tribune Media Services
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Today is a 5 - You can achieve the goals
(f%| you've set, but it may take a while. There's
^■^y plenty of work, and you know where to
find it. If you don't, ask around.

* 4*1 Toi,,,y » a 6 - You may not be ready to get
'^9n hack to work quite yet There's an almost
MM overwhelming urge to stay home with family
•*^pV and catch up on the latest news. Maybe you
IU il" only the most important tasks.

49

62

Pisces Feb. 19-March20

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22

S

I

i:

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

ji^L Today is an 8 - Do you have a devoted and
jf affectionate partner in your life? Want one?
1^^ Good prospects should be abundant

Today is a 9 - You're almost ready to take
■^^ ofl ilk*- a RKkat Bui it you do, will you
^^•A leave something valuable behind? Don't
give up anything you can't replace.

T T

34

Today is a 9 - You should be able to blast
i^m? past just about any obstacles in your path
'iWt You've done the planning, right? Punch into
overdrive! Warp speed!

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18

Leo July 23-Aug. 22
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39

48

52
58

ACROSS
1 Wild attempt
5 Lifted, as an
anchor
9 Higher of two
14 Zhivago's love
15 German auto
16 Find an answer
17 PC symbol
18 Inflection
19 From the top
20 Lovesick or a
LEM
23 At some prior
time
24 "On the Beach"
author
25 Clicks the
default button
27 Existed
30 Seller's $
equivocation
31 Money plant
32 Egyptian birds
34 Billboard display
38 Dark time
39 Jurist Fortas
40 Pathogenic
bacteria
41 Military VIPs
43 Quill adjunct
44 Snakelike fish

r

59

11

12

13

3S

38

37

56

57

.
BJ

38
41

10

19

"

29 I BJ30

32

9
16

47

Today is a 5 • There's almost loo much
m
Roing on inside your head. You could come
,3k> up with .1 get-rk h scheme that will actually
^w work PJnd I quiet place where you can
think it over.

e

7

44

M Today is an 8 - Hand over the reins to
somebody who wants to take control, so
long as this is a person you can trust. The
one who's most noticeable now probably is
trustworthy.

A

1

6

24

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Solutions to
Last Issue's Puzzle

4

1

14

27

Taurus April 20-May 20

2

17

Libra Sept. 23-Ocl 22

£>- Today is a 10 - Hold on tight and set your
4^g> course for the st.irs Projects started now
l^fl turn out even better than you imagined.
You still have to do the research, but luck is
in your favor.

I

*
'i

■

"

■'

46

"

51

54

r\

45 Museum display
46 Sheepish she
47 Worn rug?
50 Floating ice
52 Sea fliers
53 Blank sheet or
tidies after midnight
58 The same
60 River of Pisa
61 Lena or Ken
62 Theme
63 Neet competitor
64 Fleming's spy
65 Exhausted
66 Other
67 Red and deep
blue

I
55

1

61
64
6/

DOWN
1 Slender
2 Tex-Mex order
3 End of a buck?
4 Wedding
announcement
5 Spas
6 Portuguese port
7 Trial setting
8 AC/DC power
9 NATO member
10 Toy or comics
character's parasite
11 Evening tool
12 Eject from the
premises
13 Coty and Clair
21 Footwear preserver
22 Singer
Kristofferson
26 Political understandings
27 Party faction
28 Irish Rose's
love
29 Portent
31 A Stooge
33 Diploma or
ram's cousin
34 "Nova" network
35 Curt negative

36
37
39
42

Look of love
Web location
Capp and Gore
McCowen or
Baldwin
43 Mesabi Range
product
45 Ms. Morissette
47 Sides in sports
48 Lowest deck of
a ship
49 Join together
50 Wild
51 Sloveniy persons
54 Kent's beloved
55 _ vera
56 Turner of song
57 Ceases
59 Small newt

Focus
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Creative gift ideas sure to take
away pressure of finding perfect
gift on tight holiday budget

Jar-O-Cookies

THE BREEZE

19

Date-in-a-Bag

Story by senior writer Alison Fargo • Graphics by graphics editor Sarah Stanitz
Sophomore Dawn Kresslein searched high
and low but she couldn't find it. After
spending three hours at Valley Mall, the
only thing she left with was a bad headache
and empty hands. "It was very frustrating,"
Kresslein said. "You would think that during
the holidays, the stores would have everything
out and it'd be easy to find the perfect gift for
my roommate. Well, it's not easy!"
Tis the season to shop fill you drop. The
only question is: What do thrifty college students get for their roommates, suite mates,
friends from home, classmates, parents and
Materials:
• glass jar $1 JO
• construction paper $9.97
• ribbon $0.31/yard
• cookie mix in a box $2.49
• glass paint $3.67
• small piece of fabric
$1.87/yard

Tees to Please

The next item stirs up a
mixture of baking,
i le lovers and taste
ful designs. For the next Iron
Chef, a "bake-it-yourself"
. ookif jar keeps one's creativity endowed and the giftM I taste buds happy in less
time — than the traditional
idea of baking cookies.
"It's nice to give someone
Garcia said, "But it's
. netttvt in th.it ll is something
for them to do."
The "bake-it-yourself" cookie jar is essentially a glass jar
filled with boxed cookie powder that can be found in almost
any grocery store, plus an
attached tag with baking
instructions. Decorate the glass
jar with paint and pour in the
cookie powder. Instead of using
the original jar lid, take a small
piece of fabric, cover the opening and tie a ribbon around the
top to keep the freshness in
This also gives it a more domesticated look.
Write the Baking instructions
on a rectangle of construction
paper and attach it to the ribbon.
"Not many people think of
giving cooking stuff," freshman
Ashleigh Pepin said.
"This would be great for
somebody who loves to bake,
and then they'll have a decorative iar afterward."

Materials:
• T-shirt $1.98
• iron on letters $0.84
• fabric markers $5.77

Picture Perfect
Materials:
• bulletin board $6.97
• fabric $1.87/yard
• ribbon $0.31/yard
• buttons $1.50/pack
• fabric glue $2.97
• thread $0.96
Take
those
boring
brown bulletin boards
to the extreme. For the
picture pack rat, this next
gift is perfect to decorate
dull dorm room walls. It also
saves precious pictures from
push-pin holes and leftover
double-sided tape — the
only kind of adhesive that
keeps photographs from
constantly falling off those
dorm room cinder blocks.

theirgreat uncle Bob?
"The best kind of gift is thoughtful ... it's
not necessarily an item, it's just something that
makes the other person smile," sophomore
Brad Powell said. "My dad once gave me a
peach. I knew what was coming but it turned
out being tickets to the Peach Bowl."
With $20 anyone can find the 'Burg's
cheapest, most creative gifts. After sorting
through the aisles, the good, the bad and the
downright ugly, here is five inventive priceless presents for the artistic and not-so-artistic gift seeker.

Remember that awful
sweatshirt Aunt Ida
made three years ago?
She did indeed have the best of
intentions, but perhaps not the
best fashion sense Instead of
buying a T-shirt with common
writing, get a plain shirt and
personalize it for whomever
will wear it.
"Clothes are a typu.il K"1
that you get for somebody, but
making a T-shirt is special,"
sophomore Jess Weiss said.
There are a few ways to dec* i.iU' a T-shirt; it all depends on
the style intended. Put togcth ,
colorful fabric markers and a
plain white shirt and get the

Using any-sized square
bulletin board, glue the fabric of your choice to cover
the entire board. Next, lay
the ribbon in a crisscross
pattern — that will be sewn
in place with buttons into
the bulletin board.
When sewing the buttons, only push the needle
and thread through the cork
and not the wood backing.
"You can place the ribbon
any way you want, really,"
Garcia said. "Kind of link it
like a window pane ... use
different funky buttons ...
and give it to them (the giftee) with a few pictures in it
to start with."
Be sure that the ribbon is
securely fastened against
the board so that a photograph, note, or hand-drawn
picture, is sure to stay put.

FIGURE
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FIGURE
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II
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Let's face it — not everyone
has the ability to decorate
jars or put together mini
matchboxes. Some hands just
aren't meant to be crafty. For
those who are still in the stick
figure stage, the simpler date-ina-bag is the best way to go.
In a bag — any bag, any
form, any shape, any size —
put in a few items that relate
to each other or carry a
theme. For example, the original date-in-a-bag could have
a movie theater gift certificate, disposable camera and
mini picture frame. Luck-ina-bag could include a rabbit's
foot key chain, horseshoe
necklace and lottery tickets.
However, the bag is not limited in contents. Originality
and costly variables will ail
depend on how much one is
willing to put forth.
"I would like a day-at-thebeach-in-a-bag with sunglasses, maybe some kind of sun
hair care and a beach ball,"
Norton said. "It best represents my ideal day."
For the sports fan, "binoculars, an air horn and football
tickets would be in my bag,"
Powell said.
Sophomore Allison Harris
has her own idea of the perfect
evening. "My bag would be dinner-and-star-^azing," she said.
"I'd have some kind of blanket,
a map of the stars and a gift certificate for dinner."

kindergarten look. For a more
sophisticated or professional Tshirt, iron on letters and numbers work as well.
"A good T-shirt idea would be
to find a quote or statement that
best exemplifies that person,'"
sophomore Maryn Norton said.
Nicknames, quotes and of
inside jokes are not the only
ways to get creative. With the
latest in technology, it is now
possible to use pictures.
"You buy a special kind of
paper and some printers will let
you do heat stamping on white
shirts," junior Evan Schwartz
said. "But it all depends on
what the person is into."

also looks like a mini dresser
with drawers, begins with
four small matchboxes. The
first step is to decorate the
Materials:
• four matchboxes (free from
matchboxes — this is where
the creativity part comes in.
restaurant)
It can be as simple as cover• hot glue gun $1.97
ing the boxes with colorful
• four large beads $0.56/pack
construction paper to hand• cardboard
printing detailed figures on
Those free matchboxes in each of them. Sophomore
restaurants have more Nathalie Garcia has her own
to them than they idea of how to garnish-a
appear
they double as fire treasure chest. "I'd decorate
starters and gifts. For the it with tiny beads because it's
more crafty, "do-it-yourself" a 'treasure box,'" Garcia said.
individual, the Web tilt "Or you could wrap it up
www.diynel.com has a plethora with wrapping paper and
of creative ideas, one in par- put a bow on lop "
Once the boxes are
ticular being the "matchbox
adorned
with ingenious
treasure chest."
The treasure chest, which spark, put them together with

Treasure Chest
FIGURE

3.

FIGURE

4.

2.

4.

the drawer ends facing out
and glue a square piece of
cardboard covering the four
boxes. The thin cardboard
piece unifies the matchboxes
and also allows for multiple
layers of matchboxes. For the
drawer handles, glue a large
bead on each end that slides
out. Then voila! A treasure
box is made.
"It would be good for a
girl," Weiss said. "It's like
something to put little keepsakes in. I'm a pack rat so
something like that would be
perfect."
The basic idea can be varied easily; create a few stacks
of drawers instead of just
one layer or use large matchboxes instead of little ones.
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FOCUS

500,000 New
Books
60%-90% off retail
nr-u*-

\&

Studying abroad next semester, but
NOT with JMU?

Large Selection of Best Selling Authors
Perfect for Gift Giving

aSi

Nov 29 thru Dec 15
Open Orly During S<heduled Dales from 9/M-7M Daily

CKATIAI I

You need to complete a few required forms
before you leave!
Come to the one-hour orientation meeting for Spring 2003 participants of
non-JMU study abroad programs. Ask any last-minute questions you
have, and speak with study abroad returnees!

Oitomxol
thtloiriVoMey

Phis...
Grttt silecthms of nUghn,
pUkiepkf, Amtricm t world
history, political sclonco,
folk* t Btorttw*, stkme I
*§twi, ovowo books, compute*
books, cookma, health t sottholp, gift books, ami moro.

WhoWosWho
mtheCMIWm

(My'lO.OO

Orientation Meeting
Non-JMU Program Participants
Wednesday, December 4
Taylor 402
4:00 p.m.

(My* 10.00

Thousands of
Childrtn's Books

IkSambUSmmtfkmria

kmfmdmlUnrmmoiM

Omhka*5J5

(imium •*di\tM\

ndm. Mm t Ufa* wmt tomm\
—■torn. I Sn Ms. tm «wta a*

lUtfe*

phi *s W u. ml*, cs. i**, Mi *

n

OmPria'SJS

For more information, contact Cheryl Tobler in the Of/ice of International
Programs, toblerca@jmu.edu, 568-6273, wuw.jmu.edu/international.

iVkohhComtry
MMrriSttR
-,4i 1(1' (My '10.00

f.W

fliiiBnfcrtit
•nh. Mdy l« btd Mk«M>.)

Top from (md

Oreeii !<///«• \

•rtaiUttUMkiifatodiK
«t«u.i

www.(jvbool<faii.(Ofn |mu

BOOKFAIR
2192Gre<-n Valley Ln.Mt.Crowford, VA 22841 (8001385

0099

Get Ready for Life Skills
cob.jmu.edu/lifesKills
Real Skills for Real Life
Tuesday Nights
January 14 - February 25
7-9 PM, 105 Zane Showker

Learn Valuable Skills in:
SOLD OUT LAST YEAR!
Call 568-3249 or
stop by Zane Showker 621
TODAY!

Personal Banking • Legal Matters
Insurance Issues & Options
Financial Planning • Financial Markets
Career & Life Planning
Job Search Fundamentals

Only $169 -14 hours with
area industry experts!
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The problem with Pearl Jam's latest
effort ... (is] simply a failure to roll purpose, lyrics and music together ...

■ Skip it "Next" time

STYLE

25, 2002

"Friday After Next" proves Friday's should be
spent outside the movie theater.

ADAM YOST

contributing writer

See story pate 12

See story below

Exitenergy
A capella captures crowd in piped-up PC Ballroom
BY LF.ELA PERF.IRA

contributing writer

all phono By MOKCSAN KIKHIJiM0r*Mrignyrtrr
Top: Exit 245 performs in Its Massively Huge Fall Concert Saturday night
In the PC Ballroom, left: Sophomore Jon McNamara sings for the sold
out crowd. Above: Sophomore Mike Harrison (middle), accompanied by
sophomore Jason Ratlrff (left) and junior Danny Ozrnent. sings Nickel
Creek's "When You Come Back Down."

Bring in 'da noise, bring in
'da funk. JMU's all male a capella group, Fxit 245, performs! to
a sold out crowd at the PC
Ballroom Satuiday night Kit
245's Massively Huge Fall
Concert was the group's final
concert of the semester.
A mixed audience of parents and students found
themselves in PC Ballroom
where two ordinary black
microphone stands were
wrapped in neon blue and
yellow tube lights. One of the
microphones never lived up
to its appearance because it
remained at a relatively
inaudible volume for the
duration of the concert and
kept
audience
members
guessing why the lead vocalists sounded so soft. The
microphones stood before a
plain, wall-like backdrop,
which was strung with white
lights
that
formed
the
group's logo, "EXIT" A slide
show featuring photos of the
group members played continuously as audience members took their scats.
When the house lights
went off. Exit 245 solemnly
walked on the stage in baggy
sweatshirts,
with
hoods
drawn tightly around their
faces which seemed to emulate the "gangster" look.
Their
costumes
proved
appropriate, however, as the
group
began
singing
Eminem's "Lose Yourself" —
expertly rapped by sophomore Brian King and supported by well-blended backup vocals from the rest of the
group. Although the lead
vocalist seemed to run out of
breath
at
limes,
"Lose
Yourself" was a creative
opening piece. The group
members then stripped off
their rapping gear to reveal a
preppy shirt and tie ensemble underneath.
I .it 245 enthusiastically
danced
while effortlessly
punching out the lyrics to the
popular
favorite, "jesses
Girl," by Rick Springfield, one
song that particularly showed
off the group's dynamic ability to translate mainstream
music into a capella without
losing the energy of the song.
The group's next piece.
Shaggy's
"It Wasn't Me,"

although slightly maimed by the
problematic main mic, combined
senior Dave Cowell's clear,
melodic vocals with a strong and
comical Shaggy impersonation
by senior John Birkhoter. In a
typical display of the group's
playfulness, they cleverly ended
the song in unison with a loud,
"Practice safe sex"
. Sophomore Jason Ratliff's
rendition
of
Bobby
Caldwell's "What You Won't
was a sure-fire crowd pleaser,
as he took the audience on a
rollercoaster ride of fluid
transitions from his throaty
growl to his sweet falsetto.
For its next piece. Exit 245
debuted "When You Come
Back Down." by Nickel
Creek, which was well-executed by lead vocalist sophomore Mike Harrison. The
backup vocals on the piece
were unclear and at times,
somewhat unsynchronized.
After an amusing intermission, wherein the group members raffled-off Exit 245 merchandise to ticket-holding
audience members, the group
came back strongly with a
su.ivc and extremely wellblended version of Cutting
Crew's "I just Died In Your
Arms Tonight," with King on
the main vocals. The next
piece, "Promise," by Eve 6,
was new member freshman
James Minnix's debut. Minnix
sang with choir-esque clarity
and precision, yet successfully captured the alternative
feel of the song. The group's
backup vocals on "Promise"
complemented
Minnix's
mature voice flawlessly.
The concert was short, but
sweet. An impeccable and wellrehearsed version of The Verve
Pipe's "The Freshmen," led by
sophomore Jon McNamara's
eerily sweet vocals, was followed by a strangely incoherent rendition of Ben Folds
Five's "Zak and Sara." The concert finished on a good note
with a very charismatic, energy-packed
version
of
"Celebration'' by Kool and the
Gang and a flawlessly executed
encON piece, 98 Degree's version of "She's Out of My Ufa."
In its last concert of the
semester, Kit 14^ expertlv displayed the individual and
group-wide talent, able to overshadow the technical pn>blems
that the concert suffered.

Pearl Jam in a jam Art history students feature Michelangelo,
da Vinci works in Duke Hall for class project
Newest sub-par CD lacks cohesion
Exhibit displays recent discoveries, unfinished works, virtual reconstruction

BY ADAM YUSI

contributing writer

BY SARAH
SHAHMOKADIAN

When Pearl Jam's lead
singer and long \wiin Eddie
Veddor sheared I dc.ide's

worth

HI

staff writer

long, Ungled gnmae-

cra hair down loi mohawk I.isl

year, he nJd he did it M ■«
"small
political
protest.
rdJnej to an article in the

June/July 2002 issue of Blender.
Unfortunatch
lot both
Veddcr'■ faahlbn -ins,'end the
sake of the new album Httlt
that's exactly wh.il Pearl |am'l
latest
album, "Rial Act"
released Nov II. is — an
unsuccessful,
misdirected
effort that doeeo'l suit the band
any better then the two inchwide mohawk suited the 17year old musician
The problem with Pearl
Jam's latest effort isn I an illsin
eerily of purpose, but simply a
failure to roll purpose KM. and musu together Into the
nuisu.il bombshell thai lliev
seem so intent to drop on tin1
American public.
Sporting an album cover of
two skeletons wearing cniwns
chained to (he gn>und, the band
wastes no time artistically flaying tin' American MKI.II jmi
political systems.
Vedder isn't simply writing
songs to cause controversy.

Peart Jam's -Riot Act"
Acutely (Wan of the intense
patriotism thai emerged directl\ ittcr S>pt II. 21*11 He saul
in a Nov. 10 article in the
I'hilmlrli'liiii ffkfufrar, "Well, it's
not anti-Amcncm to be critical
cl the government. We wanted
to put some ideas out then' that
might help create ,m open and
honest debate '
U-spile I'earl lams intentions, Ihis isn't quite the inlc-use
not-inducing experience tor
which thev are striving. Like
many of the bands more recent
albums. Riot Ad" hegins.tosag
throughout the middle1 tracks
Both l lopdusict and I ove
Boat ( aplain' navigate through
so many key changes that the
melody gets lost at sea
( Hlier trembled tracks include
the first single of "Kiot Act," "1
Am Mine," which flounders
over fairly generic lyrics, while

s<YlATKST.p0gel2

JMU art Malay students
will unveil an exhibit at Duke
Hall running Dec. 2 through
Dec. 12 focusing mainly on
ngelo Buonarroti and
Leonardo d.i \ mo
Rather than write an essay,

.m

Uttotj

i rofaaaot

Kay

Arthur gave her 18 students
the option ot coOaboi
an exhibit "Thcv were ratify
she said, I think
maybe because it's m
lenging
and
interesting
txY.nise il's.i rc.il project.
"When you're writing a
research paper, il s |ust a
communication between VOU
and the professor." Arthur
added. "With this. Ihey have
to polish their research to
show tothcpuMi, 11
ly had to put in a lot ol effort
.wiA lake It seriously."
Snioi art history major
Lie I-dellagnvd. "Sometime-.
I'd spend BUM to lour hours
a we« on top of regular class
hours," she said, regarding
the work she put in preparing Ihe exhibit.
Senior
Denis.'
Dmuchowski, who was ,i part

of Ihe print publicity and
community outreach committee, said she spenl five to 10
hours outside of .lass work
ing with her group.
The class was split into tour
ach r.-sponsihle for a
different aspect of the exhibit
"I am in a group respon

sible foi use,lulling |da
Vinci'sl Adoration ot the
Magi.'' DntUChOWtkl said
I get graded on how well
the publicity went and how
well we researched our
• itao
According to Arthur,
Ihis way. some students
could choose which area of
Ihe profession appealed to
them the most.
"I Irani this setup encourages ,i more serious, mature
h to art historical
study. It gives them some kind
of pre-prnfession.il training,
some n'al-lile experience.''
Arthur said Although there
am student run arl e.hihils
Week, this will be the
second art history exhibit evci
produced by IMi students

"It's definitely unique,"
Edell said. "Then- was mine
reaeardi Involved than with
doing an arl exhibit. We're not

_64
... things still move,
old work from artists
are being
reevlaluated.
-TieEdfll
xenior

9?—
lost Irving to get across a feeling hire, wen1 trving to get
across more information."
Some of this information
will cover recent discoveries
that the artwork ol da Vinci
and Micltclangelo was not finishes^ by the artists
Tor example, IBM is doing
a virtual uvonstruc'tion of
Mu■hclangelo's "Pieta." which
they believe might not have
Ixvn timslu'cl by Mic r..
himself.
"|Michclangelo|
spent eight years on it then
smashed it, and there's a lot of
speculation about that and
whether he had someone else
finish it," Edell said "So.
there's a lot of mvst.
T)\en- will be fact boards

and digital images of this and
other mysterious artifacts at
the exhibit, according to Edell.
According to F.dell, such
aspects of Ihe exhibit make if a
unique experience. "Art history lets you realize the background of the object, the
I dell said.
It s a different experience
from an art exhibit "
According to Edell, "Art
keeps changing. In doing
the research, it just goes to
show you that as technology
gets better, people can realize lhat things still move.
old work from artists are
being reevaluated "
These featured works will
he high-quality reproductions
of the originals Tlie exlubil
pieces will include close-ups,
comparisons of the artwork to
other pieces and accompanying abstracts. Student-produced catalogs of the works
will he available at the exhibit,
according to 1.1.-11
Arthur said, "We want to
thai this is an ongoing
process — history is being
rewritten every day as new
information comes to light,
and this exhibit is an example of thai
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They should have quit last 'Friday'

Style Weekly

BY ASIII.I

>. LUSK

ttaffwriui

I \\l Ml.I IIIN

"FRIDAY AFTER NEXTSTARRING:
ICE CUBE AND MIKE
EPPS
RATED: R
RUNNING TIME:
85 MINUTES

The third Installment in
Friday Mriaa, Friday
Ml..1 Next," brings back the
comic cousins, Craig il.r
1 ube, "Next Friday") and
Day-Da) (Mike Bppa, "Ho*
High?"), two guys who ImalIv moved mil of their parante' tioniea to the dilapidated "Shady I'alms."
Craig and Day-Day are
ready for Christmas until a
ghetto Santa Claus 1- caught
stealing their prea elite, slutting his sack with the apeak11- thai contain their hidden
overdue renl money Faced
with the ranting landlady
(BeBe Drake, "How To Be A
Flayer") and homosexual
advances from her recently
parole.I son. Damon (Terry
( rows, "Serving Sara"), the
boys are forced to make some
last money by scoring a job
at the local strip mall. The
|oba as top quality security
guards were secured for
(hem by their fathers, who
recently opened "Bros. BarH-Q" restaurant.
The movie cenlers on the
cousins' /any first day on Ihe
job, the people tljev meet and
what happens as the guys
search for the Santa culprit.
I his movie brings back
familial character! .is well as
introduces some new laces
Into Hi.' I nd.iv'" line up
Those who never s.iw Ihe
KM

I Nov. 25 to .la "Renalmnce Prim & Printmaking
I Inlormation Revolution," Orrirr l.ibr.m lobby, face
I Nov. 25 to 2V: New Image I ..illcrx. 1 i.irlm,;. .1 Nria b)
Soon Hiv.i Oh, noon lo 5 p.m., Zirklc House, lav
[ Nov 30; New image Gaik-ry. "Darling,'' noon to 4 pan,
. Zirkle Houee, free

Harrisonburg '•• R^'l <- inemas '8 Mile" 10:10 a.m.. 12:45
I pm, 325 p.m., 7:15 p.m., 9:50 pm.. 10.20 p.m, "Die Another
I Day:" 1005 a.m., 111:15 am, 030001, I2ilpm. HOpm,
1420 p.m, 6:50 p.m., 720 p.m., 9:45 p.m., 1015 p.m., Friday
I After Next" 10:40 am. 1115 pm, 3:15 p.m., 730 p.m., II) p.m.,
"Half Pasl Dead:" 1055 a.m., 1:40 p.m., 4.15 p.m.. 7: II) p.m.,
1925 p.m. "Hany Potter and Ihe Chamber of Secrets III
lam., 1120am, 11:55 a.m., 12:15p.m„ 125 p.m., 2:45 pm. 3:20
I p.m., 4:50 pan, 6:10 p.m., 6:45 pm, 7:05 p.m., 8:15 p.m., 10:10
I pm., 1030 p.m.. Jackass: The Movie:" Ham, 1:111 p.m t30
p.m., 7:40 p.m, 1005 pm, "My Big Fat Greek Wedding
1235 p m Jel5 pm, 6:55 p.m., "Sweet Home Alabama "
11030 am., 9:15 p.m., "The Emperor's Club " 1045 ,im, 1:30
jp.m, 4:111 p.m., 7 p.m., 9:30 p.m. "The Ring" 10:21) am , 1
[p.m., 355 p.m., 735 pm, 1025 p.m., "The Santa Cause 2"
110:15a.m. 1235pm 3pm, 7:25p.m.,940part

Nov 25 1ML |a// Knscmblc and Band Concvrt. K p.m.,
■ Wilson Hall Auditorium, admission is S2 at the door
I \. IV. 26: Open Mic at TDU, 7 to 10 p.m., tree

,ate Jk Dance
riXv4u17nvata.nShKkTilUnMn,KM,^vUH'U< s,ssueof|
11/*- to', T . all the theatre, .Hxv .it HMM2
I IB 5to7 Virgini.iKiperturj'Ltena'tiimp.im iii,i«xiTt.hpin..l

. I aflnvrDiMlii Thaade,arfatMitktBixrhegenerdpufcfcarid|
ISfiwithaJACcard.

I

Craig's

love

m,WlbniIlallAuditorium, admWun bSBfaiii«l
[general public .ind S6 fur senior citum, and children 12 and 1 inlet |
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Newcomer Katt Mlcah WMiarra stars as Money Mike In "Friday
After Next." the third Friday' installment, which opened last Friday.

Latest Pearl Jam no cause for 'Riot'
1

liappy TlurnksLjiving
from your
Styfe Editors
(Brenna and'Alison

MI

si frmpagt 12

the big ballad of the album,
"Thumbing My Way," comes off
sounding like a loss successful
version of the I'earl Jam classic,
"Better Man."
These sub-par songs struggle
lue to .1 lack of cohesion
between the off-and-on lyrics
and the music itself.
lust when a song starts to
settle in. the band throws off
Ihe flow by changing keys, or
Ihe lyrics turn a little too bland
or, .1- on the nearly-brilliant
'i Disease," the song
ends. They're' harder to sing

Cjive thanks that The 'Breeze
wiff be back T)ec. <;

1/

z-7

-v

P

along to than the recent
Spanish-turned-American pop
song sensation, "Lis Ketchup."
There are some high
points,
however. Lead
Cuitarist Stone Gossard 'a
fearsome solo on
"Get
Right" makes himself, and
the band, sound 10 years
younger and brings to mind
other great Gossard solos
that are so much a part of the
Pearl Jam sound.
Another high-water mark of
the album comes on "Arc," a
minute-king invocation in which
Vedder howls above a choir of

66
-4 confidence man, but
why so beleagured?
He's not a leader, he's a
Texas leaguer.
-"BuShLeaguer"
Pearl Jam

99
voices, sounding very much like
a Vedder-versjon oi an Islamic
prayer song This seems appni-

pnate because it directly follows
"BuShl 1 Mguer," a song that
Vedder and company dedic.it.
entirely lo taking jabs at George
V.. Bush, spouting off lines like,
"Atonfidence man, but why so
beleaguered?/ He's not a leader,
he's a Iexas leaguer"
It is by no means among
I'earl lam's best efforts, but "Riot
Act" does deserve a good listenIng-fe once or twice through.
The band shows promise in
many anas, including vedder's
recently shaved mohawk-free
scalp. But it's not time to break
out the riot gear just yet.

4 TOWN & CAMPUS RECORDS
II 20 W. Water St., downtown H'Burg

433-555
+33-5550

JtdJiLm
JIUJUIU ■

amn &'fl'{cc7fom
OND

oen Harper JJVW, ailpKnOt DVD

STUDS
FROM

^

1 November^

'Free Limited Edition bonus discs with purchase!!
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO OOOOOOOOOOOO

JMU Approved... JAfiacd Merchant... Pay with your JACard

$150*

Candle's Spa

c«.4u„„,M
mA MNmk St
(*(ro»i from ShMa)
WiUnj Ol«*nci from
W<Om.. Stoo* G*t«. BhM RM%«.
P«om»< ft OwupMk*
ProfMtaotul
t^^H
HAIrtSTYLING -TANNING • NAILS • DAY SPA A MASSAGE

433-3322
a*a
564 - 2770
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Donna
(newcomer
Aubert)
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previous "Friday" movies
will be lost in "Friday After
Next." The movie plays on
old gags that are over-used,
made apparent by the audiences' lack of laughter.
Craig and Day-Day crack
slow-witted jokes, probably
due to the insane amount of
weed they smoke — Day-Day
even has a marijuana plant
growing in his room. The
movie's tireless racial jokes
— one in particular refers to
Christmas as a "white man's
holiday" — and ghetto wisdom no doubt will leave
Ihose not living directly next
10 the "Shady Palms" running for cover, and the
shameful characterization of
Day-Day as a silly man-child
makes the audience want to
shout: "Grow up!"
The
women
of
this
movie are appalling, simply choosing to become
busty show pieces for Ihe
men involved, although

accomplish that.
The movie does provide
some momentary humor,
mostly from Ihe newest addition to the hood, Money
Mike (newcomer Katt Mu.ih
Williams). Money Mike is the
proprietor of "Pimp N'
Ho's," another store in the
strip mall where Donna is
one such "Ho." One scene
involving Money Mike and
Damon seemed to leave most
male audience members with
a slight fear of wrenches.
However, the lew laughs
that it practically yanked
from the viewers doesn't
replace the disappointment
of
actually
having
-.11
through the movie.
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Tan until May
Full Body

$90
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"We just dropped the ball. If you*re wearing purple, we
did it, and if you're wearing black, you caused it. We
just turned the ball over. Period. End of discussion."

i- Hit by a Wave
Tulane defeats
women's basketball in
season opener.
SM

25, 2002

MICKEY MATTHEWS

football coach

story b*k»

S#c nory Mlow

FOOTBALL

Huskies rout Dukes
: JMU's seven turnovers help NU claim A-10
BY DAN BOWMAN

DRI-W Wll .SON/irafcr;</M»/|nf*rf

Northeastern University's Steve Arualone, top, pounces on
a JMU fumble during the fourth quarter of Saturday's
game. Red-shirt sophomore running back Rondell Bradley,
above, fumbled the ball on the run as Arualone recoved It.
The fumble was one of five committed by the Duke*. JMU
lost the game 41-10, ending Its season with a 5-7 record.

assistant sports editor
In the end. it was the
Huskies of Northeastern
University who went out with
■i bang and the Dukes Hut went
out with ,i whimper.
JMU's season ended with
the Dukes turning the ball over
MVtn times in a 41-10 loss at
the hands of the Huskies. JMU
finished the season 5-7 overall,
3* in the Atlantic 10, while NU
(10-2 overall, 7-2 in the A-10)
clinched a share of its first ever
conference title
"We did everything to ourselves today," coach Mickey
Matthews said. "We just
dropped the ball. If you're
wearing purple, we did it,

and if you're wearing black,
you caused it. We just turned
the ball over. Period. Fnd of
discussion "
Northeastern, which was
able to capitalize on five out of
JMU's
seven
turnovers,
jumped out to a 7-0 lead late in
the first quarter when freshman
quarterback Jayson
Cooke. who started in place of
injured red-shirt sophomore
quarterback Matt LeZotte, was
intercepted by Huskies linebacker Liam E/ekiel who ran
28 yards for a touchdown.
"I just dropped back in
coverage and 1 think we had a
blitz on," E/ekiel said.
"|Cooke| was under pressure
and he kind of threw the ball

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

close to me, so 1 just grabbed
it and I had a couple of key
blocks and I just stretched out
and dove in there."
On the Dukes' next possession, Cooke tfuvw his second
intercep-.
tion,
Saturday
t h i rd -1

intl flnjH |
from the
50-yard I
line, to I
NU line- Northeastern
backer
41
Adam
Walter,
who returned to the JMU 33yard line Six plays later,
Huskies' quarterback Shawn
Brady ran for a five-yard touch-

down to push NU's lead to 140.
After n-d-shirt MjphoinoN
fullback Jason Mallory fumbled for the Dukes' fourth
turnover of the half, the
Huskies extended their lead to
20-0 on a 34-yard touchdown
run by tailback Tim Gale A 48yard touchdown run by
Northeastern tailback Anthonv
Riley with 5:08 left in the second quarter put the Huskies up
27-0 going into the half.
"I thought we played well
on defense', except for the end
of the first half.'' Matthews
said. "We got on our defensive
kid- at the end of the half. I
see MATTHEWS, page U

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Tulane defeats Dukes in opener JMU defeats Furman,
Second-half 14-2 run by Green Wave ends JMU's chance of upset
Bv BRAD RICHARDS

contributing writer

The women's basketball
team lost its season opener to
Tulane University 58-46 Friday
night al the Convocation
Center. Despite being underdogs, the loss was not taken
easily bv the Dukes.
JMU had not lost its lirsl
homo game to start a season
sm.r IXvember i
11, 1986, when [
it lost to the
University ot |
Virginia, 5W1
However,
Tulane entered 1
Friday's game
ranked as high I
as No. 12 (Athlon) in the nation
in same polls.
JMU fell behind early, but
ony trailed 29-23 al the half. It
was then when JMU started a
comeback.
A jumper by sophomore Ml
ter Krystal Bmoks and another
layup in senior point guard Jess
Cichowicz early cut Tulane s
k'ad to 31-30. But that's as close
as tlic Dukes would get
Tulane applied full court
pressure and continued to hit
shots as JMU's struggle-- continued. TheCtwn Wave went on a
14-2 run to take ■ 45-32 lead and
never truly let the Dukes back
into the tam
I ate in the second half. JMU
seenuil to ivgain some rhythm

on the offensive end as red-shirt
senior guard Jody leRose found
her range and hit two 3-pointers Tulane responded to
IeKose's spark and once again
rebuilt a si/abk' lead by going
inside collecting points and forcing JMU to foul.
"You always battle." LeRose
said. "I never felt like we gave
up. We always felt like for sure
we > i mid come back."
The hot shooting from the
outside by Tulane's starting
backcourt of Muci Haris and
Kelly Nadeau was the first of
several tests the (.reon Wave
had for the Dukes. Haris and
Nadeau were a combined fourof-nine from 3-point land in the
first half. Tulane shot 50 percent
from the 3-potnt stripe overall
JMU tried to take advantage of the foul trouble Tulane
center Teana McKiver, a preseason ail-American, was in
throughout the night. In her
ihscn.t' IM1 s sophomore forward Lynn Liburd went to the
boards hard and collected a
game-high 12 rebounds.
"I think we did a great job
delensively,"
coach
Hud
Childers said. "We forced them
into shooting 3's, we took their
inside game away, and we out
rebounded them."
Despite McKiver's absence
due to foul trouble in both
sec DUKES, page 14

wins season opener

The men's basketb.ilI team
won its season opener 68-66 at
Furman
University
in
Greenville, SC Friday night.
Senior guard David Fanning
lead the Dukes with 22 points
on eight-of-lh shtxiting
Ked-shirt senior center
Kenny Whitehead, who scored
10 points for tin1 Dukes, hit
two free throws with 17 seconds left to give JMU a four
point cushion at 68-64. After a
layup by the Paladins' Kenny
A-igler with seven seconds left
cut the lead to 68-66, Furman's
Marian Palatine missed a tipin with .3 seconds left that
would have tied the game.
In the first half, the Dukes
jumped out to a 40-18 lead

before a KM) run made the score
40-28 at halftime.
Furman tied the game at
50-50 in the second half on a
layup
by
K a r i m
S o u c h u .
Ho w ever
JMU
put
together a °3 run keyed
by a threepointer by
I .inning and a dunk by senior torward Ian C'askill. who
scored a career high 17 points
and grabbed II rebounds
The Dukes' next game is
Nov. 25 at Georgetown
University in Washington, D.C.
at 7:30 p.m.

SOFTBALL

JMU signs recruits

I )A\ f

KIWOTI."

pit (OCRS* I

Selnor point guard Jess Cichowicz puts up a runner In the
lane against Tulane University Friday. Tulane won. 58-46.

The softball team inked two
recruits tor its second season .is
a varsity sport. Katheryn
Gannon and Katherin Gmgl
will attend JMU next tall on
scholarship.
t .annon. a catcher from Atlee
High School in Hanover, was an
all-state honorable mention, first
team all-region, All-Capital
District, all-metro and the allmetro player of the year last season as a junior

George is tin- -.islet of sophomore softball player I i/ (ieorge,
a pitcher and oulhleder
George has received all-district honors the past three seasons and was a member of the
all-Virginia Fast region second
team as a junior. According to
coach Katie Flynn, Cieorge, a
shortstop, has a stnmg arm and
has the ablility to be a good
leadoff hitter
—from staff nih'tt-*
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Dukes
pounded
by Green
Wave
DVKES, from page 13
Despite McKiver's absence
due to foul trouble in both
halves LeRose and senior forward Nadine Morgan said thev
thought JMU could have done
a better job offensively.
"I don't think we took
advantage of getting the ball
into the post," LeRose said.
Morgan said, "I think we
held our own on defense, we
just didn't combat it with the
offense. Triafs what hurt us."
larlier in the first half,
Morgan hit a 3-pointer to tie the
game at 16-16, recording her
1,000th career point.
"I would have much rather
won the game and had 999
points," Morgan said. "But it is
an accomplishment 1 am
proud of."
Tulane shot 377 percent
from the field for the game to
JMU's 28.6 percent.
"You can't win shooting 29
percent" Childers said.
Trie Dukes' starters were a
combined 13-W from tin n.id
However JMU was without its
starting frontcourt of senior forward Chante Alexander and
junior
forward
Mindy
Sywassink. Alexander still is
suffering from a metatarsal
stress fracture, which will sideline her for about four more
weeks. Sywassink, who was
supposed to be one of the
Dukes' num lonvs. inside, will
miss the entire season after tearing her anterior cruciate ligament, medial collateral ligament and meniscus last
Tuesday in practice.
Childers said, "There are no
moral victories, but 1 think our
kids got some confidence
knowing that they can battle
against a good team."
Childers added, "Most
teams play a cupcake in the
opener. We played a real team.
Our first four games this season
are designed to test us."
JMU plays
Duquesne
University Wednesday in
Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Guest Predictors Championship

I

Khalil Garriott
the playa

Jets Hanebury
opinion editor

Season lota*

Nate Dogg
the regulator

la

Lauren York
the playa hater

Photo LD
photo edUor

7-4

7-4

9-2

If s a special edition of POTW. The guest predictors now have a Guest predictors, take VOW mark enough to gamer the second seed in the tournament. But will
shot at each other. Who was lucky enough to make the final cut?
she be too preoccupied with a certain cheating heart to conccnThe front runner looks to be the Playa. who accumulated a 10-1 record in his one trate on her pics? The Regulator certainly hopes so. being that he finished only one
stint as a guest predictor. Will he shock the world again, or will he be flipped out of game behind Hanebury.
the front runner's position? Stay tuned.
The Playa Hater and Photo L.D finished in a dead heat for the four and five
Jess Hanebury recorded a 9-2 record in her only week of competition, good slots. Will wood bums prevent Photo L.D. from having a shot? Only time will loll.

Dukes drop five-game match to
Patriots in CAA tournament finals

Matthews frustrated
with team after loss

DIKES, front page 1
spikes from the Patriots that
were a potential threat to the
team. IML had 13 kills, nine
errors and 31 team attacks.
The Patriots had 11 kills. 10
errors and 38 team attacks.
The third game of the night
resulted in the Dukes winning
again with the score of 30-23.
The Dukes had 18 kills, four
kills and 31 team attacks. The
Patriots had 13 kills, eight
errors and 36 team attacks.
The Dukes advanced to the
conference tournament finals
by topping second-seeded
Hofstra University Saturday.
JMU took all three games, winning 30-25, 30-24 and 30-22.
Hofstra was strong in its
offense with very strong hits,
but the Dukes' frontline
stepped up and tested the
Pride's playing ability. The
team of Fuchs and freshmen

MATTHEWS, from page U
don't know if we controlled
them; all I can think about is
seven turnovers."
Freshman linebacker Isai
Bradshaw. who played high
school football in Cambridge,
Mass., said although he was
happy to return home for the
game, he thought it was a disappointment overall.
To me, mis was like my
Homecoming, so I really wanted
to play extremely well,"
Bradshaw said. "I felt like it was
my home crowd. Unfortunately
we didn't get the win."
JMU gained some momentum late in the third quarter after
a 47-yard field goal by red-shirt
sophomore kicker Burke George,
followed by a 37-yard touchdown pass from Cooke to junior
wide receiver Alan Harrison, cut
Northeastem's lead to 27-10. The
Huskies regained the momen-

setter Krista Cannon saved
many blocks for the Dukes.
IMI had 13 kills, six errors and
38 team attacks. Meanwhile,
the Pnde had lb kills, 11 errors
and 42 team attacks.
For the second match,
Hofstra started to step up its
game, giving the Dukes
stronger competition. Hofstra
took the lead in the beginning
of the game, gaining the
advantage 10-8. Throughout
the game the Dukes trailed
Hofstra only by several points.
Toward the end, the Dukes
fin.illy took the lead, winning
the game 30-27.
In the last game between
Hofstra and JMU, the Dukes
had gained back the confidence
which thev needed, as they finished off the Pride. The Dukes
had 17 kills, six errors and 40
team attacks as compared to
Hofstra's 11 kills, eight errors

and 34 team attacks.

IML' advanced to that match
by
beating
sixth-seeded
University of Delaware Friday
night. I ne Dukes beat the Blue
Hens in three straight games,
30-25, 30-20 and 30-20.
In the first game, the Blue
Hens had 11 kills, nine errors
and
24
team
attacks.
Meanwhile, the Dukes had
15 kills, two errors and 21
team attacks.
The Dukes won the second
game with 19 kills, three errors
and 27 team attacks. The Blue
Hens had 13 kills, six errors and
33 team attacks.
With the CAA title, George
Mason earns an automatic
berth
into
the
NCAA
Tournament.
Wtnkler and junior middle
blocker Dana Jones. were
named to the CAA AllTournament team.

tum though, when on the Dukes'
next possession, Cooke, scrambling to avoid being sacked, fumbled on the Huskies' 38-yard line.
NU defensive tackle David
Willliams recovered the fumble
and ran it back 38 yards for a
touchdown, gning Northeastern
a 34-10 lead.
When asked whether he
thought Cooke actually was
down when the fumble was
called, Matthews only could
express agitation with his quarterback's play.
"1 was too mad to even look
(at whether or not he was
down)," Matthews said. "I don't
think so though. He's just got to
learn to take care of the ball
when he's getting tackled.
"But he's a true freshman;
you can't really get on the kid. 1
was concerned all week that his
tirsi start would be a disaster,
and obvknislv it was."

PUZZLED
WHE&E TO

uv£

NEXT VEAR?

Let Pheasant Run solve the puzzle!
Visit us at the Housing Fair! Where: PC Ballroom When: Dec. 4, 11am-5pm
Open Monday - Friday 10am-5pm
Phone: 801-0660
Web: www.pheasantrun.net

I

Take A Virtual Tour On
QolL@XgfeOn.COni

MONDAY. NOV.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Puzzled about waers
to live n«nt yaarT

OR RENT
ML

We have
property at:

VieuiTtmm/iouses

WESTPORT VILLAGE
HUNTER S RIDGE
DEVON LANE
MASON STREET
LIBERTY STREET
J-M'S
OLD SOUTH HIGH
UNIVERSITY PLACE
EAST & WEST MARKET
HIGH STREET

i All furtmrtrd t

1204-July 2003-June
2004. 4 rooms. $1,000
1208 - 5 rooms. W/D. D/W.
GID.2 1/2 baths. $1,175
1220 - 3 room..' huh.
Available 7/DMB.SI. 175
Call B28-0464 today!

1-2-3-4 OR 5
HEI)R(X)M
APARTMENTS

Feeling Crampbd? Compare our
spacious houses, duplexes and
apartments Sea photos, prices
and current availability for 2003
2004 at tvwv.casrleprope'ty.coni

2-3-4 BEDROOM
HOUSES

Roam Available for Second
Semester ■ $230 par month Call
2988984 or UonsnOaol.com.

ALL WALKING
DISTANCE TO JMU!
NO BUS RIDE!

ElliaMtlt sttee 2003 - 2004 porchas. hardwood floors. Ethernet.
ail appliances 5683068

Kline Realty
Properly Maiumriiir-nt

One ladraOHi Apartment •
*395/month, quiet neighborhood,
close to JMU. Available 1/1/03.
First monul lr««l Call 4214960.

House on Port Republic Re ■ 2 3
bedroom, directly across from the
campus. $700/monlh plus deposit
Available 1/1/03. Call 438-9140.

Check Out
These Great
Rentals!

Stoop Wttk Tea) Hose ■ on lSJOs
farm 5 minutes from JMU.
Antebellum home's 'summer
kitchen- renovated to private room
with bath, washer/dryer, gas
"replace, kitchen privileges Horse
In bam 90 feet away gets 2- acres
pasture. $500/mo. for both.
Trailer and tack space. Starting
January References necessary.
Lease Call 5783879 Or email
nvJvlstopharOrockiflgham.kl2.va.ue

Hurrv. they'll fo FASTI
165 V High-10- marge
rooms. Available July or
August 2003.

atl Campbell street - win be
available June 1, 2003 through
May 31. 2004 Call 4336047.

380 W. Water -4 large
rooms, large lot. available

puxxUI

\?fleasant 'Run
Townkomes
Phone 801-0660
W«b: www phoaiantmn nat
Vltn in at fha Homing Falrl
Wh.rt? PC Ballroom
Whan? Doc. 4, Ham-lpm

Atlw.UW.li*

„tn

If96 Ford Contoef - 5 speed. V6.
84.000 miles, great shape, new
Wee, battery. Perfect student carl
$4,395 best offer 8799947
■ 4WD. 3 inch
int. good condition, great for fourwheeling. S2.500, or bast offer.

Call 540 4380681
Perfect «U at Qnet Prtaeet Gift
S Thrift. 227 N, Mam.
MMiaaettea Tint* Skara • 4th
week Sept.. 1st weak Oct Sleeps
8, full kitchen, jacuzti, sauna,
double deck. S5.000/wk.. o.b.o.
703-2554712

i Sherwood Forest. Dishwasher
and wMhar/rJryer for only
$425/monlh Waler induOtd and a
$425 deposit Call 578-0105 or
4389310. Ask for James or Amanda.

Washer • Kenmore. compact,
e-celient condition (I paid *500j,
S2O0. Dryer - whirlpool, atackable.
small to medium si»d. JfiO. Call
574-2306

Mast Turn Ova* at taMaaaa • nice
bedroom in South View apartmants
Bedroom #2 avaxaoie with private
bath Most utiirties included Rent
•a (295/monm. Desperate to rent
wilt pay l/4th of rent through May
Please contact Taylor. 804062 5685
or Rebecca Jalbert, 438-3835.

i HP ZE4101 • brand new m
bo*, $1,100 at Staples Athlon XP
1500*. 14 1". 20GB, WlnXP.
$900. negotiable. Male 4386128.

Da torn Need Somawtara to live this spring or summer? Female
wanted to live with 3 great rumors
in Pheasant Run towrthorr«es Rent
negotiable Call 4184061 or email
spencerobynjmua)hotm8tl com.
OM SaatrTHlgii • 9 bedrooms, all
appliances, off-street partung. Call
51 MOM
few ■eJrooaTHa.se foe Want •
Good neighborhood, close to
campus, washer/dryer included.
May 2003 May 2004 lease.
Groups only. Call 4330380. day:
or 432-1589. evening.
SaiMaase tualaaaa - Decabar
2002 through August 2003. Prrvate
bathroom. 3 female roommates
Call 442 5756

FOR SALE

■

1—4 Chrwassr Ustaraw - 65.500
miles, vary dependable, new
stereo, spoke wheels, elec. locks
and windows, automatic, air. Call
Sharon. 433-5112 $1,000 (neg).
2001 Fort Tawn* « \ ! ' • I
perfect condition. V6 engine. AC.
alarm. Alloy wheels. AM/FM/
cassette, cruise control, driver/
passenger alrbag. power locks,
windows, and steering 44?r7<i-

&per»time Walk. FtdHfcm Ittcemel
Use our catalogs to gat big orders.
Distributorships In your area. Call
Donna toll free. 1-877 530-5302.
No fee, no obligation.
Bartender Tnlani Needed • $250
a day potential. Local positions
1 800-293-3985. art. 215
Hangln Arwna (or the HoMays?
Coma nave fun and make money*
Hanks Smokehouse and Dell is
now looking for servers, hosts, and
catering help! Experience a must!
Apply in parson at Hank's
Smokehouse on Route 33. just 7
miles past the valley Mail!

6/01/03. $1,140

2 Four Bedroom I aMa
Right Reside Each Other!

280 W. Wolfe - with
basement, pets welcome.
Available 6/01/O3. $750

Unili to be remodeled. Close to
campus. S240rmODtfi per person
Cunoui? This could be cooler dun
you think Rcslly'
CsllBryan.l0lj06-IS44

Silver, all power, nvxnroof. keyleu
entr> ilarm V>K mile*, warranty.
perfect condition. Jl3,'50/neg.
CaU.W-58M or e-mail
gop3169 yabooxorn

tl.no Vaea*l>Poterittal - mailing
our circulars. Free information. Call
2038830202

Are you looking for
a place to live now
or the following year?

Dell Ineplron 7000 Laptop
Computer • F-celient condition.
Asking.
$550
For
more
information, call Mary, 674-3447.

Fraternities • Sororities
( In I is • Student Groups

'%% Dodge Celt - low mileage.
some work needed. $1.700/neg.
Call 4335157.

Earn $1.000-S2.000Um
semester with a proven
Campus Fundraiser i hour

9 Pksae Pearl Dram let • rack,
double pedal, maple snare, Palste
symbals. $2,700. Contact Gavin.
5408872861.

(hir program* make
fuadrsltlng eaty with no rliki.

116° Harrison - 4 rooms,
D/W, W/D, G/D. Available
6701/03, $1,000
31* Old S. High - 2 rooms,
nice house, W/D. July 2003 June 2004. $600

Vk hive ti vanety of reanmMc
atuaure that nay meet vow
rwds Our two-tloot uwrihouies
•tttute lout tafroartt 2 1/2 haha
huge kJKhon. attic* amounts ci
stcngt spice und a w*hei .ml
dryer \Mr rave phm. cable, and
Eihrmei »«UUr In each room
Fa m **U0iuy kaing
al 801-0660 or e-mail us u
PlleiMMM«phcaMrinjnjirt

1113-D Reservoir -College
Station. Available 6 01 (13
Furnished. W/D. D/W, G/D.
$900

Call 828-0464 today!

2000 VW Beetle

ltM Harraa CUV tX MVD - silver.
with extras, excellent condition.
115.000 miles Below NADA at
$10,900. 0B0 432 1018. ait 4
(daytime); Chris.

SEMESTER
BREAK WORK
Work 1 -5 weeks over
break In in.nl
sales/servlrcrJcpl
813.75 baar appi.
AppK now! Slart afler
finals Conditions apply
434-245-0340
Work In yotir hometown
Apply on line

collegeincome.com
Erttreeieaeer Wanted - to launch
Harrisonburg based discount card.
Responsibilities include marketing
and vendor management. Contact
lnfotfimtiativel6.com to receive
more mfoimabon and schadufe an
inrajnaM

SERVICES

■

Qot a Speeding Ticket? Vour
auto's speedometer may be wrong.
Calibrate your speedometer today
and beat that ticket in court. Call
4348800

Long Olatanee S.9 cente/
minute - No fees No 10-10. Call
1-866-366 3489.
htt p 7/bestretes. i scool.net
NO! h I
For more bafonnsiioa and
■ssbuikr rcgardmg (he
irrveitigjtwi of financing bams*
crcjntiiiBsc*, consci thr
Beiier Ruunrw Burew, In
l-890-SU-SMI

iiQriTslcUafl^
:AMA::A
H-ti"A,. FU»n!A

PM1W

r.i •i'i.'irai»i»rf'.Th

fi-mxi-2.'i i .on.
:LiSS
At Laatl Spring Break Is Nearl
Book before hr.»» 6th. Free meals,
parties 2 tret t'ips. lowest prices.
Call 1S0O4267710
www sunsi>/a*n1oots.C0m
MHJ Sprins aVenk. Are yeu OelngT
Then go Direct' Book now and get
guaranteed lowest pnee. free meals.
and free insurance! Campus reps
wanted! Organize some friends
travel free' We have zero customer
complaintai
1 800367 1252
www. sc«ngbreakillrectcom
Spring Break 2003 • is now
sponsored by Student Express!
Cancun, Acapuico, Maiatlan.
Jamaica. Bahamaa, South Padre.
Laa Vegas. Florida, and Ibira
Book early and gat free meals'
Student Express sponsors the
best parties and is now hiring
salaried Salespeople, Campus
Raps, and On-site Staff. Contact
www.studentexpress.com or call
180O787 3787 for details
Act Now! Guarantee the bast
spring break prices' South Padre.
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas.
Acapuico. Honda, and Mardtgras
Travel free, reps needed, earn
$$$. Group discounts for 6*. Call
1888THINKSUN (18888446578.
dept. 2626.)
r.Sprinft}re&k<ii&CQUfit& '

Sun Splash Tours
1.800.426.7710
mm.sumplaihtoun.com
Wanted) Spring Breakeral SCV
wants to send you on Spnng Break
2003 to Cancun. Acapuico MazetJen.
Jamaica or the Bahamas for free! Can
now at l-eOO-7954786 or email at
sakwSHuncoastvacations com
lattonel HO*
•1 S|»nVtg Break
bast prices! Mexico. Jamaica.
Bahamas. Fiorvda. Texas. Book now
and receive free parties and
meals Campus raps wanted!

1800-234-7007
and/as •awmme' tours. com
Spring
Break
2003 with
Stude«i*CRy.C4eni! R/tnp air, hotel,
free food and 150% lowest price
guarantee! Reps wanted! Organize
15 Wends, asm 2 free tnpa. VIP
treatment, cash and prizes to
promote StudentCity.com! Cai
1 800 293-1445 or email
saias9studantclty.com todeyl
•1 Spring Break Opart***!
Awesome deals on packages wtth
fraa meal plans for Cancun A
Jamaica Book by October 31st
Call us today, 1 866 273 2500
www ketgetendtoura.com

BAHAMAi • PjJfavA

111 tarty gpeclafaf Spnng Break
Bahamas party cruise! 5 days
$2991 includes meats, parties!
Awesome beaches, nightlife)
Departs from Florida) Gat group go free! tpnnprtektrwiMl.com
;^.l<■.-'K^>1h

111 Catty Spring Break Statelet
Cancun & Jamaica from $4291
Free breakfast, dinners & parties!
Award winning company) Group
leaders free' Ronda vacations from
SIJO' tairiafntkbWrWLoom
|4tt04)7M3M

Skydivel One day first Tandem
skyd'ves from 2 1/2 miles upl
22 jumper aircraft. JMU Student
discounts) Call 1-877 3483759
(877D4VESKV)
www sdyo'n-eP'anga com

fundnming event.
Mil TIIM IT JMU,
IAIN CAM, $0 rttll

hundrming dam arc filling quickly.
to get with the program' It woriti
Contact Carnpuir'undraiccr
at MS-92)-i2W. or vim

wt>H tjmputJunJraiicrtorn

Advertise in
The Breeze
Classified Adsl
Place your ad today!

.JM44MM9
wwautglt nsljM

Professional Nail Care & Foot Spa
Center For Ladies & Gentlemen
In Town Center, Behind Valley Mall
Next to Sprint

801-8070

Fall Specials
Full Set
Fill In
Manicure

$20
$13
$10

Pedicure

$18

"With Whirlpool Spa

Eyebrow Wax

$8

•Includes I'.miin Wax
Walk -in appointments welcome.
Gift certificates available.
We accept local checks & MCA'isa

Hours: Mon-Wed ioam-8pm
Thurs-Sat aam-8pm

HEi'BREEZE
With 22,000 hi readership,
7Itt- Brtexe Is distributed tree
of charge throughout the JMU
community twice each week.

I»« Jlrarrs, QI. Anttony Setter Hall. MSC" NUrt
James Madison Universrl), Harnsoaburg. VA 22807
let 1540) S68-6I27 • An: (5<0) 56t-7M9
email the. bm/eIf |inu cilu • Mrb: hnpV/www.lhcbrecre tirg

Need Some
Extra Cash
for the Holidays
Manpower Offers..^.
occasional, part-time and full time
positions in a variety of work environments from
construction to production and office to technical.
All workers with good attitudes encouraged to apply!
Register at 9 AM or 2 PM Monday thru Friday
at 2061 A Evelyn Byrd Ave.
Behind the Valley Mall.
Be sure to arrive early, sessions fill quickly!

Come to UREC and visit our
holiday tree in the Atrium. Pick a
candy cane and find out which
gift you can provide our families.

Be sure to bring two forms of ID

MANPOWER
We find the best In everyone and put it to work!
An Equal Opportunity Employer

(540) 442-7625

Vo iniiiiihiiiinii gon uiniolical.
in/// gift milllul/ill a U mi, i \\ id)
I or moil' Information, contact Jill u
/.r^nr.ijil" jmil.tilii or \i>iI us .n «»«.
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TIP: This is what a textbook looks like when you're done with it.

PACT:

You'll need stuff.

GASH FOR BOOKS
No matter where you bought them,
we'll buy them back.* f^IwiM
n* n m »tmmn Mm era ■ i m CM |
IMInMllfelWIi

rr^^WMoN

*****

0^

^

UNIVERSITY.

i.kslnr. Bolldillg*

I'1II.IK:(SIO)S68-6I21

Additional Buyback Locations:
Ashby Crossing Club House
Zane Showker Lobby
Festival. College Center

Dec. 9-12
Dec. 9-13
Dec. 9-12
& Dec. 13

9am-5pm
9am-5pm
11am-7pm
llam-3pm

Get used books early at efollett.com

"current markel value applies

